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SEEBRIG HANDBOOK for PEACE SUPPORT
OPERATIONS:

The first draft of the SEEBRIG HANDBOOK for PEACE
SUPPORT OPERATIONS (Part 2) has been prepared, printed
and distributed by the SEEBRIG HQ.
The MPFSEE participating states authorities may freely
photocopy this Handbook for exclusive use. However, no portion
of this book may be reproduced for resale or mass publications
nor it may be stored in a retrieval system without prior
authorization by the SEEBRIG HQ.
Inquires concerning these materials, including requests for
copies, should be addressed to the SEEBRIG HQ.
Recommendations for improvements of this handbook are
encouraged.
Plovdiv, July 2000.
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PREFACE

Peace Support Operations (PSO) play an increasing role in
the world affairs and the world is facing with the growing number of
armed conflicts and disputes. Often, the suitable response is
possible with the presence of impartial international organizations.
PSO, as seen in the new multifunctional operations, has become a
complex, challenging and very demanding activities.
In order to meet these new challenges in South-Eastern
Europe region, seven nations as contributing parties and two as
observers took the initiative to create the Multinational Peace Force
South-Eastern Europe (MPFSEE) / South-Eastern Europe Brigade
(SEEBRIG) in August 1999.
One of the most important aspects of SEEBRIG’s matters is
the training, either of the staff personnel or of the units, in PSO. So,
very soon after the inauguration ceremony, SEEBRIG’s Nucleus
Staff started preparing this Handbook along with their section job.
The aim of this Handbook is to give all appropriate information
about SEEBRIG’s function, in conjunction with PSO, either during
peacetime or during deployment, in order to improve the operational
interoperability among the participating nations, in PSO. The main
idea is to provide the owners with a common understanding of the
basic level of PSO training and of SEEBRIG’s staff knowledge.
This handbook is not only for all members of the SEEBRIG’s
Nucleus Staff but also for the SEEBRIG’s Contingency
Establishment and the units.
The development of the Handbook is an ongoing process.
Therefore, every member of the SEEBRIG at any time is encouraged
to contribute to this document.
On my behalf and on behalf of the SEEBRIG HQ personnel, I
would like to express appreciation for the conceptual and
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professional efforts by all staff members who contributed so
greatly to the creation of this Handbook.
Hilmi Akın Zorlu
Brigadier General, Nation 7 Army
Commander of SEEBRIG
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CHAPTER 1

MPFSEE INITIATIVE

General
The Multinational Peace Force South-Eastern Europe
(MPFSEE) or South-Eastern Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG) is
currently a brigade-size formation, established by seven
participating nations to contribute to regional security and stability
in the Euro-Atlantic area and to foster good neighborly relations
among South-Eastern European countries.
The SEEBRIG is to be employed, on a case by case basis,
following a political decision in accordance with its own
procedures, to support UN or OSCE-mandated NATO-led or
WEU-led conflict prevention and other peace support operations.
It could also participate in “coalition of the willing” type
international initiatives. The SEEBRIG will also function “within
the spirit” of PfP.
Units allocated to the SEEBRIG will remain at their permanent
homebase locations and will be committed under a task force
principle for exercises and operations upon the decisions of the
contributing nations.
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Background
Believing that cooperation and dialog among the countries of
South-Eastern Europe must be further developed and considering
their commitment to contribute to regional security and stability, to
foster good neighborly relations, among the countries, an
agreement was signed by the Ministers of Defense of seven
participating countries on 26 September 1998. Slovenia and the
United States, as observer nations, expressed their full support
and determination to contribute. Later on Croatia became an
observer.
The initiative, consistent with the purposes and principles of
the UN Charter; is neither directed against any third state nor
intended to form a military alliance of any form against any
country or a group of countries:
♦ Is transparent and open to the NATO and PfP Nations in
the region, "able and willing" to contribute constructively, at
any later stage.
♦ Will be in line with and supportive of PfP programs which
aim at the improvement of the regional cooperation within PfP
and shall allow essential cooperation within the framework of
the UN, NATO, OSCE and WEU.

SEEBRIG
The HQ MPFSEE/SEEBRIG has been activated with a
permanent Nucleus Staff that functions under the command of the
SEEBRIG Commander since 31 August 1999. Nucleus Staff
consists of a general, 21 officers and 14 NCOs. The number of
the military personnel for Contingency Establishment will be 105.
SEEBRIG HQ is to be fully activated for exercises and
operations. All personnel assigned to the Contingency
Establishment will, in principle, be deployed with the HQ
SEEBRIG during operations, regardless of the participation in the
force package tailored for a specific operation.
The location of the HQ SEEBRIG will be on a four-year
rotational basis and will be hosted by four participating countries
in the following order; Plovdiv, Constanta, Istanbul, and Kilkis.
A Commander of the SEEBRIG will be provided by the
participating nations on a two-year rotational basis.
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The commander will assume the command of the subordinate
units upon the transfer of authority.
Four mechanized infantry battalions, one frame mechanized
infantry regiment with one mechanized and one infantry company,
one reconnaissance company and one platoon have already
been declared by the participating nations.
One self propelled howitzer battery, one engineering platoon,
and two tactical air control parties form combat support units,
while a combat service support battalion to be established by four
participating nations form the combat service support unit. Signal
Company and HQ Company have been assigned by the host
nation.
After signing Second Protocol by the ministers, Engineer
Task Force (ETF) has already become a part of the structure of
the SEEBRIG.
SEEBRIG GENERAL STRUCTURE
SEEBRIG

BRIGADE
HQs

HQs
COMPAN
Y

SIGNAL
COMPAN
Y

MANEUVER
UNITS

COMBAT
SUPPORT
UNITS

COMBAT
SERVICE
SUPPOR

ETF

MN-MULTINATIONAL

HN-HOST NATION
ETF-ENGINEER TASK FORCE

Units allocated to the SEEBRIG will remain at their permanent
homebase locations and they will come together to form the
appropriate force packages for exercises, training activities and
contingencies.
Nations are responsible for the training of their own units in
their permanent homebase locations and in national training
facilities in accordance with jointly established standards.
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The force has been declared to UN and OSCE after its
activation.
The SEEBRIG is available for employment in conflict
prevention and other peace support operations, including peace
keeping, peace making, peace building and humanitarian
operations, but peace enforcement.
The force will also be available for possible employment in UN
or OSCE mandated NATO-led or WEU-led operations.
The SEEBRIG may be employed in one of two ways:
♦ As a part of a larger formation, most often in a NATO or
WEU led operation. Given the size and overall capabilities of
the SEEBRIG, this is the standard option of the employment;
or
♦ Autonomously as a self-containing theater formation.
Autonomous employment may be appropriate for small scale
operations, usually in the area of humanitarian initiatives
associated with very low risks of conflict events and implies
specific provisions and additional logistics and command
assets.
Force availability is generally described as "on call".
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CHAPTER 2

PERSONNEL AFFAIRS

1.

LEAVE AND OFF DUTY

General
National authorities will not grant leave while you are serving
within SEEBRIG. During an operation under the mandate of any
International Organization, leave will not be calculated in
accordance with national leave regulations.

Types of leaves in the Mission Area
1. Ordinary leave. Everybody will have a maximum of two and a
half working days of leave for each calendar month of service.
a. This leave may only be taken during the tour of duty and
prior to departure.
b. Sundays and UN Force and SEEBRIG holidays which fall
during the period of home leave will not be charged as leave.
c. Leave will not fall in the last 20 days of individual’s tour of
duty because of handover- takeover procedures
2. Compensatory Time Off (CTO). For the military members of
SEEBRIG, serving under International Organization’s mandate,
Compensatory Time Off (CTO) has been introduced. The purpose
of this CTO is to offset these long and unsociable duty hours
(especially for those in the field, working on a seven-day week,
including holidays, weekends, etc.), sometimes spent in hazardous
environments. CTO will be based on the following explanation.
a. Maximum 6 days CTO per month may be granted after each
month of continuous service, three days in the first half and
three days for the second half.
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b. CTO should not be accumulated and should be taken during
the month in which it is earned, unless exceptional
circumstances exist in the area of operations.
c. The actual amount of CTO given will depend on the
operational situation and the decision of the COMSEEBRIG.
3. Emergency Leave. This leave is granted after death of a close
relative or when serious damages of properties or injuries of close
relatives occur during disasters such as earthquake, flood, fire, etc.
The period of emergency leave will be determined in accordance
with seriousness of the situation and is subject to COMSEEBRIG’s
approval.
Approving Authorities
Any leave is to be approved by respective authority. Special
form for Leave should be filled in. Leave approving authorities
within SEEBRIG are as follows:
a. COMSEEBRIG: DCOMs, COS, his own office personnel,
Commanders of Battalions and Separate Companies.
b. COS: DCOSs, Chiefs of Sections.
c.

Chiefs of Sections : Personnel of their own section.

d. Battalion’s and separate Company’s Commanders: Their
own personnel.

CONDITIONS FOR GRANTING LEAVE
1. Leave will be earned after 14 day –service in the mission area.
2. Leave will be granted in a way that unit authorised strength not
to fall below 75 per cent.

KEEP IN MIND
1. Travel documents, visas, etc., however, are the responsibility of
the individual. If you have questions, ask for assistance in welfare
office.
2. Do not overstay your leave period.
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3. Report to your superiors as soon as possible in case of
sickness or any other unforeseen reason prevents you from
returning to the Mission Area.

2.

PAY AND ALLOWANCES

1. For contingents/ units home pay and national overseas
allowance for service under the mandate of any International
Organization at national levels is a national responsibility and is
paid as arranged between the individual and his home authorities.
2. Requisitioning, drawing, paying as well as accounting of pay
and allowances is a national contingent responsibility.

3.

POSTAL SYSTEM

General
1. Distribution of incoming and dispatching of outgoing mail should
be done through Document Registry Section (DRS).
2. DRS should process official SEEBRIG mail only.
3. Local Postal Services or existing military ones will be used for
mail delivery.

Security Restrictions
1. Only unclassified material may be sent through local Postal
Services.
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2. Documents, classified higher than UNCLASSIFIED, will be
delivered either by special courier services (preferable military
ones) or by a special messenger.
3. Mail should be posted in accordance with Local Postal Service
Regulations.
4. Limitations and prohibited articles include:
a. Coins, bank notes, jewelry, archaeological specimens.
b. Articles, which, by their content or packaging may expose
mail handlers to danger or may soil or damage the mail.
c. Explosives, ammunition, inflammable or corrosive materials.
d. Animals or insects.
e. All narcotic drugs.
f. Obscene or immoral reading material (printed material),
photographs.
g. Earth, sand, grass, seeds or plants.
h. Weapons or military hardware souvenirs.

My postal address while in the service will be/ is:

................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
......................................................................…………………………......
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4.

RECREATION AND WELFARE

1. Recreation and sports play very important parts in upholding of
morale. There are competitive activities as well as noncompetitive recreation in which contingents take part. Welfare
schemes provide tours, library facilities, TVs and videos for UN
positions, etc.
2. Commanders (Section chiefs) have executive authority for
Morale, Welfare and Recreation in their AOR/Sections and have
complete authority to declare establishments OFF LIMITS and
determine safe areas for recreation.
3. Program for moral support activities should be developed by
unit personnel officers and to be co-ordinated with SEEBRIG G-1.
4. Awards and Decorations. They are national responsibility. HQ
SEEBRIG Personnel section will co-ordinate awards crossing
national lines. COMSEEBRIG may present written appreciations to
participants, depending on their attitude.
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5.

CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINE / DRESS

General
The normal military regulations of the Nations apply and shall
be obeyed. Additional regulations may arise because of the nature
of law, local customs, privileges, immunities, obligations and
responsibilities in the mission area.

Military Courtesy
All ranks of the various contingents in the SEEBRIG should
show respect to military and civilian personnel of higher rank and
to the military services of the Host Nation, in accordance with the
practice of their national services. Every member of the SEEBRIG
should treat any other member as if he belongs to the same
national contingent. On arrival for a service in the SEEBRIG, all
ranks should make themselves familiar with the rank insignias of
the various national contingents and of the military services of the
host country in order that a high standard of recognition is
maintained in the SEEBRIG. An illustrative description of the
badges of rank of all contingents members will be provided by
Personnel section.

War Souvenirs
SEEBRIG personnel are prohibited from possessing any
military equipment, weapons, ammunition or relics found on the
scene or former battlefields.

Disciplinary Actions
Disciplinary actions are a matter for the Contingent Commander
in accordance with national military laws and regulations. However,
during the operation COMSEEBRIG/G-1 office is to be kept
informed of all disciplinary actions taken at Commanding Officer
level on cases involving personnel of different nationalities.
COMSEEBRIG is empowered to “make investigations, conduct
enquiries and require information reports and consultation” on
matters of discipline.
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Local Laws
All members have to respect the laws and regulations of the
host country and also of states they may visit on duty or on leave.
Legal status of all personnel will be determined according PfP
SOFA Agreement or related documents signed by Parties and
Organization under which mandate Peacekeeping Operations are
conducted.

Contact With Local Population
Members of SEEBRIG in their contacts with local inhabitants
have not to offend them by knowingly or carelessly violating their
social customs or religious sentiments. These contacts may be
restricted according to alert states. In all cases local inhabitants
should be treated with the utmost courtesy and consideration. If
local customs require, appropriate rules will be established after
deployment (list of DOs and DON’Ts, dress regulation, etc) to be
used for social contact with the local population. All members
should keep in minds that fraternisation with the local population
within the AOR may cause serious problems to themselves and to
their unit / country. As a general rule must be considered that
fraternisation is forbidden. Sexual relationships and visits to
barracks are examples of fraternisation. COMSEEBRIG may issue
guidelines to prohibit activities considered to be fraternisation.
Unit’s Commanders can extend these guidelines upon their own
decision. Any other activities that would otherwise be considered
as fraternisation might be taken after counselling with Political
and/or Legal advisers.

Alcohol Beverages/Drugs
Excessive consumption of alcohol may cause serious incidents.
If the local population considers that the consumption of alcoholic
beverages in the area of operation is an offensive on religious
ground, sobriety in such area is particularly important.
Commanding officers will be instructed to issue an alcohol policy
for their units upon the national regulations. As a minimum
following rules have to be considered:

Hunting And Shooting
Members of SEEBRIG shall not posses any hunting weapons.
They have no right also to shoot any game birds or animals in the
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Area of Operation. If there is need to control vermin and pests (wild
dogs or cats) specific rules will be established.

Photographing And Video Recording
Unauthorized photographing and video recording can cause
endless problems for SEEBRIG operations. SEEBRIG member
may see military equipment not seen at home. Each of the parties
in conflict will be sensitive about the possible transmission to the
other side, by SEEBRIG personnel, wittingly or unwittingly, of
information, which could threaten its security. Sometimes
photographing can threaten person’s security. Consequently, there
have to be severe restrictions concerning use of private cameras.
To avoid any problems follow the regulations:
Photographing and video
items/areas are prohibited:

recording

of

the

following

1. Military installations or facilities.
2. Military equipment and personnel, even the parties may have
them shown in the case of specific parades or displays.
3. Airports, airfields, port installations (military and civilian).
4. Certain sensitive areas of their cities and countryside.
5. Sites near area of conflict and zone of separation.
6. Subjects considered as presenting an unfavorable image of the
country.
7. Local inhabitants when permission is not given.
8. All military aircrafts.

Dress
National uniforms during MPFSEE/SEEBRIG tour of duty will be
worn in accordance with national regulations. Control of uniform
items is the responsibility of each SEEBRIG member. When
assigned to SEEBRIG all personnel have to obey following rules as
a minimum:
1. On duty, military members of SEEBRIG will, depending on
weather conditions, wear a national-issued uniform in accordance
with national regulations.
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2. All uniforms shall be equipped with distinctive SEEBRIG items
that indicate the international status of the wearer.
3. Nametag has to be worn above the right pocket of the uniform.
MPFSEE / SEEBRIG emblem should be worn on the left shoulder.
4. Any additional item (blue beret, UN blue cravat, etc.) might worn
after special permission.
5. Civilian dress might be worn when off duty or on leave out of
the camp.
6. The Commander of the unit will issue regulations as appropriate
and in accordance with relative SOP.
7. Only SEEBRIG members will wear SEEBRIG uniform items.
Any sale, swooping, etc. is an offence.
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CHAPTER 3

INTELLIGENCE

1.

GENERAL

a. Intelligence is a key element of every decision. It enables
commanders to use their assets effectively to achieve decisive
aims, and to prevent unpleasant situation developments. All
personnel are normally involved in the intelligence procedures
and every staff officer in the command needs intelligence to
support the functions under their responsibilities. The Sections
most related with intelligence are the CG2, CG3, and CG5.
b. Commander is the Intelligence Director and the one who
determines what intelligence is needed to plan and execute an
operation. He provides guidance to the staff, to ensure that
intelligence is integrated with the other functional systems of
command, and that is focused on his critical requirements and
priorities. Together with the intelligence and operations staff, the
commander accomplishes the planning, directing, guiding, and
decision making, which generate intelligence analysis and keep it
going. He approves or modifies the priority intelligence
requirements (PIRs) recommended by the CG2.
c. Chief CG2 manages intelligence operations. He is responsible
for intelligence production and for determination of the
belligerents’ intentions. He recommends PIRs based on the
commander’s guidance, manages the collection effort, supervises
all-source analyses, and ensure the rapid dissemination of
information. Furthermore he develops the intelligence estimation.
d. Chief CG3, is the primary user of intelligence. As principal
planner and coordinator of operations, he relies heavily on
intelligence support. He completes the intelligence estimation and
recommends the courses of action. Additionally he plays a key
role in developing and recommending the PIR.
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e. Chief CG5 reflects the broad approach to security, promotion
of consent and impartiality. He provides the commander with the
formal interface between the Brigade and the civilian
environment, acts as a negotiator between military forces and civil
authorities, and has extensive liaison with all the agencies and
organizations involved. As of these activities, he is a significant
source of information, especially in the human intelligence
(HUMINT) area.
f. In the unique military world of peace operations, where there
are no "enemies" and solely "parties", leaked documents or any
other indiscretion which create the appearance of favoritism,
could significantly endanger the mission.
g. The military information officers should fulfill the following
functions, which compose the information circle, as a minimum:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Command and Administration.
Information Requirements Definition.
Information Gathering (Collection).
Information Assessment.
Information Distribution / Dissemination / Feedback.
Security.
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2.

INFORMATION CYCLE



Com’s Plan



METT-T
analysis
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Source
Agent
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♦
♦
♦

Analysis
Evaluation
Recording

Figure 1. Information Circle
Every item of operational information has potential importance
in peace support operations (An obvious statement but one that
may not be clear to all military personnel).

INFORMATION / SOURCES VALIDITY
All intelligence officers have to estimate and take into
consideration credibility of the intelligence materials
analyzing the threat and peace support operation
environment. They include:
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SOURCE
RELIABILITY

INFORMATION
CREDIBILITY

A – completely
reliable.

1 – confirmed by other
sources.

B – usually reliable.

2 – probably true.

C – fairly reliable.

3 – possibly true.

D – not usually
reliable.

4 – doubtfully true.

E – unreliable.

5 – improbable.

F – reliability cannot
be judged.

6 – truth cannot be
judged.

The evaluation and interpretation of information at the brigade
and battalion level is a simplified mental process, thus, the
standard evaluation rating has little, if any, application. This
system assists the G2 / S2 in processing information received
from other headquarters and in evaluating information,
disseminated to other headquarters.
START

NO ACTION

USER
FEEDBACK

NO
RECEIVE
INCOMING
MESSAGE

RECORD
IN JOURNAL

YES
IS INFORMATION
CREDIBLE ?

YES

NO
FILE

RECORD ON
SITMAP AND
OTHER DOCUMENTS

IS SOURCE
AGENCY
RELIABLE?

NO
FILE

ANALYZE
INFORMATION

YES

YES

PERTINENT TO
THE OPERATIONS

IS INFORMATION
NEEDED FOR
INTELLIGENCE ?

NO

NO
FILE OR
DISTROY

PRODUCE INTELL
PRODUCT(S)

Figure 2. Information Processing
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Collection of Information
During the Collection Phase, information and intelligence are
collected in accordance with the direction provided by the
Commander and operations staff, and the guidance contained in
the Information Collection Plan. The whole procedure needs a
strong basis of co-ordination and tasking of the assets available.
Coordination
Involves the review, validation, consolidation and deconfliction
of collection requirements, as well as the identification of
appropriate collection means to the requirements. Collection
requirements are potential tasking against collection assets.
Tasking
Is the process of allocating collection resources to satisfy
requirements? Asset allocation instructions must contain sufficient
details to enable the executing agency or unit to accomplish the
collection mission. An organization can task only those assets
over which it has operational control.
Observation
All personnel, from commanders to convoy drivers and
observation post observers, learn a great deal about their area of
operation during the course of their duties.
Su r ve il la n c e an d Su p er v is io n
Surveillance devices, such as infra-red thermal imaging and
unmanned sensors may be available for use along cease-fire
/armistice lines in areas where arm control agreements have
been reached, in areas where military deployments are restricted,
PW exchanges and at refugee camps, and where civilian
movement in and out of disputed areas or along demarcation
lines is occurring/.
Patrolling
Foot, mobile and air patrols can be important information
gatherers even where movement restrictions exist.
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Investigations
Thorough and objective investigation of complaints or
allegations provide information while enhancing the image of
neutrality and involvement of the peace support force.

3.

REPORTING

a. The aim of military information reports is to inform SEEBRIG
HQ about general situation within the Area of Interest (AOI), and
Area of Responsibility (AOR), thereby providing a basis for
execution of the task.
b. The following general procedures will increase the value of
intelligence reported to or provided by all authorities, agencies
and commands:
♦ Always provide the date and the geographic location of an
observation.
♦ Identify the original source of the observation or report in
order to avoid false confirmation.
♦ Provide an assessment of the information submitted and,
when appropriate, grade the source in accordance with the
source reliability table, and the accuracy of the information in
accordance with the Reliability of Source & Agency and
Credibility of Information grade tables.

What Peacekeepers Must Report?
1. Adjustments in tactical dispositions of the military factions.
2. Increases/decreases in military faction strengths; digging of
new defensive positions, obstacles or fortifications.
3. Changes in states of readiness, and changes in the presence
of special equipment.
4. Significant civilian and refugee movements or activities
suggesting heightened or decreased levels of tension.
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5. Variations in civilian life-styles.
6. Obvious differences in the relationship between the peace
support force and the local armed force/civilian population.
7. Restrictions imposed on the free movement of the peace
support force.
8. Unusual behavior by civil laborers employed by the peacekeepers.
9. Changes of local civilian or military leaders.
10. Threats or posturing.
11. Rumors.

How Peacekeepers Will Report?
1. WHAT?
2. WHO?
3. WHERE?
4. WHEN?
5. DETAILS.
6. WHO REPORTS.
7. EVALUATION (IF IT IS POSSIBLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH
INFORMATION / SOURCES VALIDITY TABLE).
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You must report
immediately your
sergeant.

Figure 3.

4.

Keepers Report

SECURITY AND RELATED SUBJECTS

1. What you must know before deployment regarding both:
a. Your security and protection, and
b. Unit’s security and protection.
2. Range of Security.
a. Personal Awareness (suspicious activities and out-of-place
object).
b. Configuration of your position and bunker.
c. Condition of line/ratio equipment.
d. Being armed in accordance with your appointment.
e. Wearing fragmentation jackets and helmets when exposed.
f. Restricted movement in locations and minimum number.
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g. Possession of Biological Chemical Weapon protection or
other social equipment in time of assessed risk.
h. Definition of places and locations which are out of.
i. Imitation and operational precautions, e.g. access to
information, escorts, ratio movement control.
j. Avoiding a “fall-asleep-routine”.
3. General Protection Measures.
a. Neutrality:
♦ A display of neutrality contributes to your own
protection, as well as to the protection of the force.
♦ It further ensures that you do not become a target of
needless hostility.
♦ Ensure that the UN flag is prominently displayed on
buildings and vehicles.
b. Restraint of curiosity:
♦ Photography may become a point of concern as well as
friction.
♦ Do not photograph military installations, equipment and
personnel or any other sensitive area or object. Once
deployed to the mission area you will receive further
briefing on this matter.
c. Weapons:
♦ Unofficial armed groups are continually on the lookout
for carelessly guarded weapons. Be careful with your
weapon.
♦ Never allow it out of your hands.
d. Sites and accommodation:
♦ A force must always remain alert to the possibility of
attack by extremist fringe groups.
♦ Do not develop regular times for routine tasks.
♦ Do not become complacent and predictable.
e. Personnel:
Exercise extreme caution when discussing contingent
matters and, in particular, when handing documents in the
presence of local staff and non-UN Personnel.
f. UN Identification Cards:
♦ Each UN mission issues mission specific Identification
Cards (ID cards).
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♦ To ensure verifiable and accurate identification as a
member of the UN you are to carry your ID card at all
times.
♦ Your ID card is to be presented whenever demanded
by:
• Any local authority acting within the scope of his
official duties.
• Any member of the UN mission performing guard or
police duty; or
• Any member of the UN mission senior in rank to the
ID card holder.
4. Personal Security Measures.
a. Personal Precautions.
Never carry large sums of
money or other valuables, which would make you attractive to
bandits or hijackers. Avoid any political behavior or speech,
which would draw unfavorable attention to the UN, and make
you a potential target. Never pretend to be any kind of expert
who could be useful for extreme political factions.
b. Hijack.
Events have demonstrated that UN personnel
are potential targets. It is imperative that immediate action can
be taken by the UN mission in case of hijack:
If involved in a hijack situation, stay calm, do not provoke or
antagonize the abductors, try to negotiate, do whatever you
are forced to do. Watch your body language, move slowly, and
try to defuse the situation. Appear to be innocent, don't try to
save anything but your life. Never try to hide anything, or
throwaway the vehicle keys or to obliterate any property. It is
imperative that an 'Initial Alert' is broadcast. UN mission
reaction can only be efficient if it is initiated by a timely and
accurate alert, if possible passed by the potential victim if the
situation allows, or by a witness to the incident. Operations
Staff will give this message and subsequent traffic pertaining
to it.
The following is the authorized hijack message text:
♦ "HIJACK"
♦ Incident location: An Approximate Map Reference
(AMR) is the most useful indicator but this may not always
be possible. Other simple indicators may be utilized, e.g.
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km N/SfN/E of UN Position Number, road junction, village,
etc.
♦ Information on hijackers: If available, details such as
number and description of hijackers, vehicle colors /make/
registration number, if armed, direction of flight, etc.
Example: 'All stations, this is CALL SIGN, Hijack! Hijack!
Hijack!
♦ The hijackers are to be cooperated with and no attempt
is to be made to flee.
♦ The hijackers are to be informed that we are unarmed
military observers in their country in the service of peace
and that we have no malice toward them.
♦ If the hijackers insist on stealing the vehicle, they are to
be requested to allow all personal belongings to be
removed from the vehicle. This is to include all UN
equipment. For this reason, it is essential that UNMO's do
not bring unnecessary equipment when going on patrol.
♦ In two-vehicle patrols, the rear vehicle should not
attempt to render assistance, but it should retire to a safe
distance, inform the HQ of the situation and be prepared to
render assistance when the hijackers have left.
♦ Should the UNMO's be hijacked with their vehicle, then
the non-hijacked vehicle is to follow at a safe distance
whilst keeping in continuous contact with the HQ. The HQ
is to make every effort to try and make contact with the
faction the hijackers belong to and arrange the release of
the UNMO's.
c. Detainment. If you are detained, there is no reason to
conceal anything from the abductors. Make it clear that you
are a member of a UN mission and that your duty is a peaceful
one. Explain the mandate of your mission and that it has the
support of all Member States of the United Nations, and the
consent of all parties to the conflict in question. Do not hide
your personality, or fear any punishment because of saying
something you were forced to.
♦ Try to find out the reason for your detainment and act
accordingly.
♦ Be aware that UN will do everything to save your life.
♦ Do not provoke your 'detainees', but attempt to find out
what is their interest in you.
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♦ Never do anything, which could undermine the fact that
you are a UN member.
♦ Avoid any resistance, which could be misinterpreted by
your detainees. They probably will be skilled in extracting
information from people.
♦ Trust in the efforts of UN and all other nations involved
achieving your release.
♦ Try to remain as healthy as possible.
5. Sniper Fire.
When sniper fire may be expected at any time and in any
place. All personnel must be constantly watchful and use their
common sense. Personnel should not:
♦ Stand by open windows.
♦ Leave the curtains/blinds open at night when the lights
are on in occupied rooms.
♦ Remain stationary for longer than necessary when on a
vehicle patrol.
a. In buildings. Should personnel be subjected to sniper fire,
then they are to take cover immediately. If near a window, they
should move in cover to a position where they have a
substantial wall between themselves and the direction from
which the fire was directed.
b. When in vehicles:
♦ Should personnel be subjected to sniper fire when
stationary then they should exit the area immediately. If
the sniper fire is accurate, then they should dismount the
vehicle and take cover. If possible they should radio for
assistance and an armed armored escort will be sent to
protect their way out from the area they are in.
♦ Should the personnel when moving, receive sniper fire,
then they are to speed up to the safest possible speed and
exit the area immediately.
6. Lost radio contact.
In the event of loss of radio contact on patrolling, an attempt
should be made to use a spare set. If no contact, move the
vehicle to a higher ground and try again. If none of the attempts
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work, the patrol is to return to the last known location where
communication was achieved.
On losing radio contact with a patrol, the controlling team- site
is to inform higher HQ with the last known location of the patrol.
The HQ is then to contact UN units, local authorities and
armed elements in the area where contact was lost with the
patrol. They are to arrange a vehicle escort to search for the
missing patrol.

5.

BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL WARFARE
(BCW) PROTECTION

Figure 4.

BCW Protection

What you must know before deployment regarding BCW
protection?
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♦ The general characteristics of chemicals and biological
agents.
♦ The symptoms of toxic.
♦ The precautions you must take.
♦ The use of protective clothing and monitoring equipment.
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CHAPTER 4

OPERATIONS

1. PRINCIPLES OF PEACE SUPPORT
OPERATIONS (PSO)
Unity of Command
For the success of operations, Unity of Command over military
forces is essential. However, National requirements may impact on
normal command arrangements and the achievement of complete
co-operation. Prior to Transfer of Authority of national military
components to COMSEEBRIG, the contributing Nations must agree
on the clear command arrangement.

Unity of effort
Since the complexity of PSO, Unity of effort requires a coherent
approach to a common objective between various military
contingents and civilian components of any operations. For this
reason, relations with civilian organizations in the field are very
important. In this context, coordination with civilian agencies should
be achieved through dialogue and consensus. Effective liaison at all
levels and regular conferences and meetings involving all agencies
and parties will be essential for achieving unity of effort.

Impartiality
PSO must be conducted impartially without any favor or prejudice
to any party and in accordance with the mandate. Partial behavior
may have a negative effect upon the credibility of the SEEBRIG and
its ability to accomplish its mission. Whenever possible such
accusations should be refuted and all actions should be taken to
demonstrate and convey the impartial status of the SEEBRIG.
Effective communications and transparency of operations are key
points in terms of maintaining the perception of impartiality. This is
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essential to retain trust and confidence. The actions of all the parties
will be judged in accordance with the mandate and International
Humanitarian Laws. This intent and the consequences of their
actions should be conveyed in a clear and unambiguous manner to
the parties.

Politeness in the behaviors to local population and the
other people
At the beginning, creating confidence on the local population and
the other people is very important in terms of the success of PSO.
Impartiality may seem the only mean to get this result. However,
along with impartiality, avoiding humiliation and tailored politeness
in the behaviors must be taken into consideration very seriously by
the Forces. Commanders at all level must train their officers, NCOs
and soldiers about how they must behave to civilians. This must be
one of the training subjects and objectives for the Units.

Credibility
1. For the SEEBRIG to be effective, it must be credible. The
credibility of the operation is a reflection of the parties’ assessments
of the Force's capability to accomplish the mission. Establishing
credibility will also create confidence in the operation. A coordinated Information Plan will be important in achieving this. While
the SEEBRIG should not appear to pose a direct threat to any of the
parties if they remain compliant, there must be no doubt that it is fully
capable of carrying out its responsibilities and has the will to do so.
Therefore the national military components must be well-equipped
and self sufficient, as well as prepared and trained for their mission.
2. The SEEBRIG must demonstrate this effectiveness with the
initial deployment to the Theatre. The SEEBRIG must be employed
with a sound concept of operations and robust Rules of Engagement
(ROE), based upon the mandate, to guarantee mission success,
even in the face of attempts by the parties to either gain an
advantage or to undermine the mission. The Force must respond
with professional manner and quick, effective, impartial actions to
incidents. All personnel must consistently demonstrate the highest
standards of disciplined, controlled, and professional behavior, both
on and off duty.
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Transparency of operations
The SEEBRIG’s mission and concept of operations must be easily
understood and obvious to all parties. Failure to achieve common
understanding may lead to suspicion, mistrust or even hostility.
Information should be gathered and communicated through open
sources wherever possible. While transparency of operations
should be the general rule, this must be balanced against the need
to ensure the security of the mission.

Minimum necessary use of Force
1. The use of force is one of the most important factors with which
the Force Commander must deal. It affects every aspect of the
mission and requires continual review to balance security and
mission accomplishment. In all PSOs the use of force is clearly
permitted for self-defence. In this context, the use of force in any
PSO shall be in accordance with the related ROE and provisions of
the UN Charter VI.
2. When force is used, the degree of force should be precise,
timely, appropriate, and proportionate. The unnecessary or irrational
use of force will adversely affect the perceived impartiality and
credibility of the Brigade, leading potentially to the loss of consent in
a PSO and possible failure of the mission. Additionally, it may lead
to overall increase in the level of violence throughout the mission
area.

Security
1. Self-defence and force protection are COMSEEBRIG’s
responsibilities in all military operations. In its mandate and
initiating directive, the military Force may also be given specific
responsibilities for the protection of any civilian components of the
operation. This will have to be taken into account when planning
the size and composition of the Force and when preparing military
orders and ROE.
2. On occasions, aid agencies may employ local civilians as
guards and escorts, in which case their security status, precise
responsibilities, operating procedures and de conflicting from the
activities of a SEEBRIG must be established as a part of the
OPLAN.
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3. All military personnel involved in an operation must be trained
and equipped in such a manner as to maximize their safety while
carrying out their tasks. Whilst they cannot be forced to do so, all
civil agencies operating within a mandated military AOR should be
encouraged to make their personnel appropriately aware of the risks
and dangers they may face.

Flexibility and mobility
Within the constraints of the mandate, directive, mission the
SEEBRIG should be able to switch from one activity to another in a
very short notice. Flexibility and mobility are the two vital elements
in order to conduct a successful PSO, which means that SEEBRIG
should be responsive and able to cope with the likely changes in the
operational environment and Force Structure.

Mutual Respect
The respect in which the SEEBRIG is held will be a direct
consequence of its professional conduct and how it treats the
parties and the local population. Through SOFA or other special
agreements, SEEBRIG may enjoy certain immunities related to its
duties. Notwithstanding this, the members of the SEEBRIG must
respect the laws and customs of the Host Nation and must be seen
to be doing so. The SEEBRIG will also acknowledge the de-facto
status and position of the parties to the conflict and will usually not
act to change them, except as agreed by all parties.

Freedom of Movement
Freedom of movement is essential for the successful
accomplishment of any PSO. SEEBRIG should be free at all times
to perform its duties throughout the designated Area of
Responsibility (AOR). Local restrictions of freedom of movement
must be solved through negotiations, and if these do not achieve
success, more vigorous and resolute actions must be taken.

Civil-Military Co-operation (CIMIC)
CIMIC is the resources and arrangements that support the
relationship between SEEBRIG, national authorities (civil and
military), and civil populations in the Area of Responsibility. Such
measures include cooperation with non-governmental or
international agencies, organizations and authorities.
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Objective
A clearly defined and attainable objective or end state is essential
for the success. In this context, SEEBRIG’s commanders must
understand the objectives and the End State at the tactical and
operational level. It is necessary to be sure that setting appropriate
objectives and clear End State will also contribute to unity of effort
with other organizations and agencies.

Legitimacy
The legitimacy of SEEBRIG for an operation is derived from the
mandate given by the UN or OSCE. Commander of SEEBRIG must
be aware of the authority under which SEEBRIG operates, and the
relationships between it and the other sources of legitimacy that are
present. The manner and behavior of all SEEBRIG’s personnel
must be of the highest order, commensurate with the important
responsibilities entrusted to the PSO.

Consent
In PSO, the level of consent determines fundamentals of the
operations. SEEBRIG’s Peace Operations are non-coercive in
nature and require the consent and cooperation of the parties to the
conflict. Although consent is a legal requirement, cooperation is
above all a practical requirement for the operation. A loss of
consent may result in sustained opposition to the SEEBRIG.
Therefore, it will limit the freedom of action of the Brigade and
continuation of the mission.

2.

THE TECHNIQUES OF PSO

Consent techniques
Negotiation and Mediation
Negotiation and mediation will be required at all stages of Peace
Support Operations, and they need to be exercised at every level.
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Negotiation and mediation have enormous potential to de-escalate
a situation, to promote understanding and consensus and to work
out solutions for small and large problems at every level.
1. Negotiation. It refers to direct dialogue between parties. If
negotiating itself, SEEBRIG will be playing an active role to gain
particular ends while protecting its own interests.
2. Mediation. It describes the continuing activities done by
negotiators between parties in order to reach common solution. In
this role, SEEBRIG has no position of its own to guard which means
whereby opposing parties communicate with each other, and it
encourages them to identify and reach mutually agreed solutions.
Liaison
The purpose of liaison is to ensure the timely passage of
information, to notify intentions, lodge protests, coordinate activities,
manage crises and settle disputes. Therefore a liaison system is
required to link the SEEBRIG, the communities, the civil authority (if
it exists) and the parties to the conflict.
Civil Affairs
Civil Affairs activities assist and coordinate military efforts to
strengthen host-government legitimacy and help to prevent or
reduce violence by bridging critical gaps between the civil and
military sectors. All elements of SEEBRIG should support Civil
Affairs Projects in a coherent and consistent way.
Public Information
SEEBRIG’s Peace Support Operations need an effective
information capacity to enable them to explain their mandate to the
population and by providing a credible and impartial source of
information, to counter misinformation disseminated about them,
even by the parties themselves. International media’s reports will
have significant impact on the direction and course of operations.
Therefore, an effective public information service is an essential
element of PSOs.
Community Relations
Community relations, as an element of both the public information
and community information programs, refer to the deliberate
fostering of social contact with the local population. The purpose of
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community relations is to create favorable perceptions locally and
encourage cooperative responses to the SEEBRIG’s activities.

Management Techniques
Military Information
The significance of military information for SEEBRIG is no less
than that of intelligence in conventional operations. Military
information will drive the PSO, and is the direct responsibility of the
commander. The information organization must be augmented by
specialists, who are from different fields.
A well-developed
information system is vital for effectiveness of PSO. Military
information must be directed by the Commander to meet clearly
defined requirements to satisfy operational needs.
Observation and Monitoring
Observation is a fundamental element of PSO. Its purpose is to
gather information, to monitor and to verify the situation, and finally
to report to the relevant authorities. The success of observation
activities largely depends on the accurate and timely reporting using
reliable communication means.
Interposition
Purpose of the Interposition is to establish and to maintain ceasefires within the context of demobilization operations. The
interposition might be phased with advance groups deployed to
provide a screen between withdrawing factors.
Supervision
SEEBRIG may be deployed to supervise any commitments
agreed to the belligerent parties at any negotiations as a part of
truce, cease-fire or other peace plan. SEEBRIG’s tasks, with these
techniques, will be generally agreed and specified in the agreement
or treaty.
Control Measures
In any PSO, Commander may be called upon to support collective
control measures. Control measures will be designed to limit or
deny access and freedom of movement. In peacekeeping
operations, such measures ideally should be agreed to by the
belligerent parties in a cease – fire agreement. Rather than
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peacekeeping forces being directly responsible for control
measures, local police forces should be used at the interface with
the local population. Control may be achieved by the use of guards
and checkpoints .Checkpoint requirements and the procedures and
tactics they employ will depend on the provisions and authority of
the mandate, the SOFA, and the SEEBRIG Standing Operating
Procedures (SOPs). Guards and checkpoints may constitute a
major interface between the military element and local populace,
and it is very important that they behave with good manners and
respect local customs.
Patrolling
Patrolling is a key activity in PSOs and may be used to gather
information, to provide additional security for guards and at
checkpoints, and to escort representatives of the PSO force, relief
agencies, aid convoys, members of the civil authority, and
threatened elements of the local populace. Patrolling can be used
also to carry out aspects of most PSO tasks, including mobile
checkpoints, investigation, interposition, supervision, liaison,
negotiation, and “flying the flag” to reassure and calm troubled
areas, deter lawbreakers, and promote the credibility and prestige of
the PSO force.

3. THE LEVEL OF RISK FOR SEEBRIG
The level of risk for SEEBRIG in the theatre may change from
lower to higher. However, at every level, Commanders must foresee
that they may have some frictions caused by two different following
risks:

Passive risk
Risk is caused by the environment and local population, such as
terrain, climate, transferable diseases, drug abuse, arms trade,
money laundry, traffic accidents, collapse of civil infrastructure,
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absence of law and order, the deliberate use of violence against the
civilian population including genocide, etc.

Active risk
Risks which threat SEEBRIG may be the following matters:
1. Any kind of threat against SEEBRIG Forces (risk of local armed
oppositions, undisciplined factions and militia, terrorist activities,
mines/mine fields, bobby traps, the growth of crime, etc.)
2. Any kind of threat against SEEBRIG Freedom of Movement.

4.

UNAVOIDABLE FACTORS FOR A
SUCCESSFUL PSO

The most critical phase of PSO will be the early stage because
the units will deploy in the changing security environment, where is
characterized by various forms of conflicts and humanitarian
disasters. For this reason, at the beginning Force Protection has
the top priority. Although there is an agreement among belligerents
in many cases, units must consider the threat against SEEBRIG
personnel. In order to enhance the security, all units should stick to
Rules of Engagement (ROE) and maintain freedom of movement in
the field.
The first impression is very important in terms of SEEBRIG’s
credibility. Therefore SEEBRIG’s units will create very well trained,
disciplined and highly capable force’s impression in their AOR.
SEEBRIG must keep its impartial position in any stage of PSOs.
In other words, SEEBRIG will stay in the same position towards
belligerents. Main effort is to monitor activities of the belligerents
and ensure them to comply with the Peace Agreement within the
framework of ROE. In this context, SEEBRIG should try to use
every opportunity to tell them Peace Force intention and
requirements especially through Subordinate Military Commission
(SMC) and Battalion Level Military Commissions (BLMCs).
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Close cooperation with the civilians, international organizations
and local authorities will be the core of success.
The security of available roads, Air Port of Debarkations (APODs)
and Sea Port of Debarkations (SPODs) on the ground is extremely
important for the SEEBRIG’s activities due to the flow of supply
goods. The movement on the roads must be controlled very
effectively. Especially, mine threat must be considered at any stage
of operations by the troops. In this context, engineer units must
keep any kind of crossing points always operational.
At the beginning, having a strong reserve will provide flexibility on
the ground in terms of maneuver and force protection.

5.

POSSIBLE MILITARY TASKS FOR THE
UNITS

The following tasks are the general peace support operations’
tasks for a land force. SEEBRIG units may be tasked one, two or
combination of them in the future. Therefore, SEEBRIG must be
ready to fulfill all following tasks. In this context, the best way to
response any crisis in a quick way is to prepare relevant generic
plans which will cope with the requirements of each general tasks.

Peace keeping
1. Observation.
2. Interposition force.
3. Supervise demarcation lines.
4. Transition assistance.
5. Control buffer zones.
6. Supervision of truces and cease-fires.
7. Disarm and demobilize warring factions.
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8. Military assistance.
9. Supervise borders.
10. Arms control.
11. Protect humanitarian relief.
12. Support refugee operations.

Conflict Prevention
Specific military missions may include:
1. Fact-finding mission.
2. Preventive Deployment.
3. Non-Combatant Evacuation Operations.
4. Inspection.
5. Monitoring.

Peacemaking
SEEBRIG can only perform some staff support and planning tasks
for a peace making.

Peace Building
Tasks for the military component of the peace building may include:
1. Supervise withdrawal.
2. Ensure the withdrawal of heavy weapons to interim or final
locations.
3. Monitor external borders.
4. Supervise the exchange of prisoners, the movement of refugees
and displaced persons.
5. Classification.
6. Assist in the restoration of civil infrastructure.
7. Assist in the restoration of military infrastructure.
8. Assist in de-mining and Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
operations.
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9. Supervise the relocation or demobilization of warring factions,
regular, and irregular forces.

Humanitarian operations
Possible tasks for a Humanitarian Operation may include:
1. Support and protect humanitarian aid convoys.
2. Transport humanitarian aid.
3. Assisting in the relocation or return of refugees and displaced
persons.
4. Protection of Human Rights.
5. Disaster Relief.
6. Humanitarian De-mining.
7. Supervise prisoners of War (POW) exchange and refugee
movements.
8. Maintain, repair
infrastructure.

and

even

create

routes

and

critical

Peace enforcement
In accordance with the MPFSEE Agreement, SEEBRIG will not
participate in any Peace Enforcement Operations.

6.

SEEBRIG RULES OF ENGAGEMENT

General
Definitions
1. Authorized Commander. Means the Commander of the
SEEBRIG who is authorized by the nations to have an operational
control of the national units within the SEEBRIG structure.
2. Armed Force. The use of firearms including warning shots.
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3. Collateral Damage. Damage to persons or property adjacent to,
but not part of an authorized target.
4. Use of Proportional Force. Means that the force used must be
reasonable in intensity, duration and magnitude, based on all facts
known to the Commander at the time, to decisively counter the
hostile act or hostile intent and to ensure the continued safety of
SEEBRIG HQ and units, protected people and properties.
5. Minimum Force. The minimum authorized degree of force which
is necessary, reasonable and lawful in the circumstances.
6. Hostile Intent. It is an action(s) which appears to be preparatory
to an aggressive action against personnel or equipment of
peacekeeping forces and/or personal or property placed under their
responsibility.
7. Hostile act. It is an attack or other use of force by the belligerents
or a terrorist group against the SEEBRIG forces, protected people
and their properties. It is, also, force used directly to preclude or
impede the mission and/or duties of the SEEBRIG HQ and units.
When a hostile act is in progress, the right exists to use a
proportional force, including armed force, in self-defense by all
means available to deter or neutralize the potential attacker or, if
necessary, to destroy the threat.
8. Open Fire. Open fire initial with single aimed shots until the
protection task is complete. The use of automatic fire is a last resort.
9. Positive Identification. Assured identification by specific means
can be achieved by any of the following methods: visual, electronic
support measures, track behavior, flight correlation, thermal imaging,
passive acoustic analysis or IFF (Identification of Friendly Forces)
procedures.
10. Self-Defence. Action to protect oneself or ones when faced with
an instant and overwhelming need, leaving no choice of means and
no time for deliberation.
11. Unarmed Force. The use of physical force short of firearms such
as stones, battons, shields. CS-gas (when not delivered by firearms).
12. Warning Shots. A warning shot is used in the challenging
procedure. It is limited to single shots in the air (and not aimed shots
above the target). not part of an authorized target.
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Use of weapons
It is normally authorised for only in self - defense. Retaliation is
forbidden. Self - defense includes resistance to attempt by forceful
means to prevent the Force from discharging their duties. Force can
be applied for the following situations:
1. Direct attacks.
2. Threats to the lives of SEEBRIG Personnel.
3. Threat against security of SEEBRIG in general.
4. Forceful entry into the Peace Force AOR for using it as a fire
base by one party.
5. Attempts to disarm the SEEBRIG troops by force.
6. Threats to the protected personnel and properties (e.g.,
refugees, displaced persons, locals, convoys with humanitarian aid,
cultural and religious objects etc.).
Principles governing the application of force
1. Use minimum force only when it is required.
2. Prevention by negotiation or persuasion should precede the use
of force.
3. Prior warnings (oral, firing of flares, warning shots in the air, firing
short) should be given.
Use of non-deadly means
In order to avoid the use of deadly force, the use of non-deadly
means such as cayenne pepper, tear gas and others is authorised.
The specific provisions for the use of non-deadly means will be
established according to the current circumstances. This means that
these kinds of tools will be especially used against demonstrators,
riots and all kind of crowds, which could become a threat to the
SEEBRIG forces, protected people and properties.
Detention of belligerents
To be determined (TBD) after the specific mission will have been
received.
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Detention of civilians
Searching and detaining of personnel and assets (e.g. for weapon
confiscation) within the SEEBRIG’s AOR are permitted. However,
these should be conducted in a regulated way appreciating the
dignity of searched and detained people (locals, refugees, displaced
persons and others at the check points, entries of all kinds of
camps, compounds, zones and buildings). The procedures for the
detained people will be specifically established for every mission.
Warning shots
To be determined (TBD) after the specific mission will have been
received.
Riot control means
Riot control means to be employed against the civilians at the
discretion of the COMSEEBRIG in compliance with the specific
ROE , approved by PMSC (nations) whenever, in his judgement,
the use of armed force or warning shots would be inappropriate
and:
1. The safety of friendly forces or protected people with designated
special status are threatened; or,
2. Vehicles or properties belonging to friendly forces or protected
people with designated special status are similarly threatened; or,
3. The passage of friendly forces, and/or protected people,
vehicles, or properties with designated special status under
COMSEEBRIG’s responsibility is blocked by the civilians, and the
use of armed force or warning shots is not required by that time.
Geographic limitation
No military operations (other than necessary deployment and
support) are to be conducted outside of the SEEBRIG’s Area of
Responsibility.
Prevention of serious crimes
When authorised, appropriate measures, including the use of
deadly force, can be used to prevent serious crimes in the following
circumstances:
1. These ROE permit the use of force to protect people with
designated special status against hostile action and hostile intent.
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Therefore, COMSEEBRIG can extend protection to specific groups
or individuals whom they are under threat from belligerents.
2. In case SEEBRIG personnel witness serious crimes, these ROE
permit commander to order the detention of civilians or belligerents
who commit those serious crimes. In this case, the size of force used
to effect detention should be kept to a minimum consistent with the
requirement of self-defense.
3. Suspected serious crimes must be reported through the chain of
command.

Limitations
Unless delegated by COMSEEBRIG or in cases of self - defense
there is no authority to:
1. Fire at religious buildings or facilities, museums, or cultural or
historic works being used for military purposes.
2. Fire into areas, buildings or houses populated by civilians, being
used for military purposes.
3. Destroy bridges, tunnels, dams, or dikes.
4. Use herbicides except for the control of vegetation within or
around the defined perimeters of the compound of friendly forces.

Prohibitions
It is prohibited to:
1. Use any incendiary weapon (this does not include use of
ammunition such as white phosphorous used solely for target
marking or identification, where incendiary purpose is not intended).
2. Employ means of delivery of mines, which cannot be directed at
a specific military objective.
3. Employ means of delivery of mines which may be expected to
cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to
civilian objects, or combination thereof, which would be excessive in
relation to the concrete and direct military anticipated.
4. Employ booby trap devices.
5. Destroy civilian buildings not being used for military purposes.
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Specific Guidance
TBD for a specific mission.

Numbered ROE
Since the SEEBRIG forces are purely land forces, the following
numbered ROE are the Land ROE and to be implemented after they
have been approved by the SEDM and issued to the COMSEEBRIG
by the PMSC:
L01.
The use of minimum force to prevent any attempts to prevent the
SEEBRIG Forces from discharging their duties is permitted.
L02.
The use of minimum force to defend friendly forces and protected
people with designated special status against hostile action is
permitted.
L03.
The use of minimum force to defend friendly forces and protected
people with designated special status against forces demonstrating
hostile intent is permitted.
L04.
The use of minimum force to the taking possession of or destruction
of force property is permitted.
L05.
The use of minimum force to the taking possession of or destruction
of property with designated special status is permitted. Individual
service personnel are to be informed when they are protecting
specific property on this basis.
L06.
The use of minimum force to defend against intrusion by hostile
forces/belligerents across declared Lines of Separation, Assembly
Areas, Military Restricted Areas or other areas designated by the
COMSEEBRIG is permitted.
L07.
Detention of belligerents who obstruct friendly forces, but only after
appropriate non-forcible attempts to negate such obstruction have
failed, is permitted.
L08.
Detention of hostile belligerents who attempt to enter controlled
areas, commit assaults on friendly forces, commit or threaten to
commit serious crimes or attack friendly force property is permitted.
L09.
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Detention of civilians who obstruct the progress of friendly forces
whether by demonstration or, riot, or other means is permitted.
L10.
Detention of civilians who enter or attempt to enter, without
authority, any area controlled by friendly forces is permitted.
L11.
Detention of civilians who commit any assault upon any member of
friendly forces is permitted.
L12.
Detention of civilians who commit or threaten to commit a serious
crime in the presence of a member of friendly forces is permitted.
L13.
Detention of civilians who attack friendly force property is permitted.
L14.
The use of minimum force to prevent the escape of any detained
person is permitted. Any use of deadly force must be in accordance
with the Commander’s directive.
L15.
Disarming armed individuals or groups which represent an actual
threat to the security of friendly forces is permitted.
L16.
Seizure or destruction of arms, military equipment or vehicles which
represent an actual threat to the security of friendly forces is
permitted.
L17.
The firing of warning shots is permitted.
L18.
The use of riot control means against non-belligerents, in
circumstances deemed appropriate by COMSEEBRIG, is permitted.
L19.
The use of indirect fire is permitted in accordance with following
regulations: Targets intended to be engaged with indirect fire must
be observed or positively identified by other equally reliable assured
means of identification. Engaging targets acquired or identified by
other than visual means may only be authorized in specific
circumstances and must be approved by the COMSEEBRIG.
L20.
Engaging targets acquired or identified by other than visual means
is permitted when approved by the Appropriate Unit Commander.
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L21.
The use of all illuminants or illumination systems is permitted.
L22.
Searches of people and vehicles in the execution of authorized
duties, incidental to authorized detentions or when there are
reasons to suspect the presence of arms, ammunition or military
equipment are permitted.
L23.
The use of minimum force against hostile individuals
(group)/belligerents or targets which provide active support to
hostile military actions against friendly forces is permitted.
L24.
The use of force, towards individuals (groups)/belligerents, that
have previously committed a hostile act against friendly forces but at
the present moment do not constitute a threat, is authorized,
provided that such action is reasonably proximate and meets the
requirements
of
timelines,
military
necessity,
and
proportional/minimum use of force.
L25.
The use of minimum force against an individual who unlawfully
commits, or is about to commit, an act which endangers, or is likely
to cause serious bodily harm, in circumstances where there is no
other way to prevent the act, is permitted.

7.

REPORT SYSTEM

General
This part establishes the framework for Report System at all
levels of subordinate headquarters. The message specifications are
primarily included to serve the requirements for information
exchange among them. It contains the overall Reporting System
Guidance and how Information Exchange Requirements (lERs) will
be submitted, designed, approved and managed.
All reports and returns are standardized and common throughout
the SEEBRIG so that there is no room for ambiguities or
misunderstanding. In order that the format for these reports and
returns are fully understood by all concerned a comprehensive layout
is provided.
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The reports and returns are divided into two categories, which
are:
1. Those required by Superior HQ as mandatory reports and
returns format on a daily basis.
2. Those required by Superior HQ on a daily or ‘’ as required’’
basis.
The Operations Reports are a compendium of narrative,
structured and formatted operations reports developed for the
purpose of improving the quality and the timeliness in the exchange
of operation information. This part contains the Operation Messages
either transmitted or received.

Reports And Returns
The reports and returns to be submitted together with timings for
submission are listed in Annex A. The short title of each report /
return which will be the one by which the report or return is known,
appears in brackets.
Reports and returns can be submitted by facsimile.

Purpose
The purpose of this part is to state the policies, responsibilities
and procedures for the preparation, transmission and interpretation
of operations messages in peace and periods of tension, crisis and
PSO.

Responsibilities
The responsibility to ensure the timely flow of operation
information and orders is shared by the Nations, PMSC, SEEBRIG
and Units Commands during peace, crisis and PSO.
Required reports from SEEBRIG and subordinate echelons as
well as their report timings and forms are shown in the Annexes.

Procedures
SEEBRIG will provide reports to:
1. PMSC.
2. Higher Command (If it is available).
3. Lower or adjacent HQs without request, if the urgency of the
information so warrants.
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Units will start to report to SEEBRIG after the Transfer of Authority
(TOA).
A Nation's requirement for operation reports from its units
assigned to SEEBRIG should normally be met by these reports.
Additionally, national authorities are requested to ensure that
assigned units are fully conscious of the intelligence reporting
procedures, requirements and guidelines, outlined herein.
The following generalized procedures, will increase the value of
operation information reported to or provided by all authorities,
agencies and commands.
1. Always provide the date and the geographic location on an
observation.
2. Identify the original source of the observation or report in order
to avoid false confirmation.
3. Provide an assessment of the information submitted and,
when appropriate, grade the source and the accuracy of the
information in accordance with the Reliability of Source & Agency
and Credibility of Information grade tables.

ANNEXES:
A. Operations Reports.
B. Daily Commander's Assessment Report (ASSESSREP) Format.
C. Land Reporting - Serious Incident Report (SINCREP).
D. Land Reporting - Situation Report (SITREP).
E. Shooting Report (SHOOTREP).
F. Shelling / Mortar And Bombing Report.
G. Basic Map Symbols.
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Annex A

OPERATIONS REPORTS

REPORTS
ACTION FOR
PEACE TIME

CRISIS/OPS

SITREP
SITREP
ASSESSREP
ASSESSREP

SINCREP

SINCREP

SHELLREP/
MORTREP/
BOMBREP/

SHELLREP
MORTREP
BOMBREP

PERIOD
TIME BY
FREQUEN
COVERED/ SEEBRIG
CY
AS AT
TO SUP HQ

SEEBRIG

AS
REQUIRED

1600 L

1800 L

SEEBRIG

DAILY

1600 L

1800 L

SEEBRIG

AS
REQUIRED

1600 L

1800 L

SEEBRIG

DAILY

1600 L

1800 L

SEEBRIG

AS
AS EVENT
REQUIRED HAPPENS

ASAP

SEEBRIG

AS
AS EVENT
REQUIRED HAPPENS

ASAP

SEEBRIG

AS
AS EVENT
REQUIRED HAPPENS

ASAP

SEEBRIG

AS
AS EVENT
REQUIRED HAPPENS

ASAP

ASAP: As soon as possible.
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Annex B

DAILY COMMANDER’S ASSESSMENT REPORT
FORMAT
Purpose
To advise superior Commanders of the situation /operations in
the reporting Commander’s area of his concern, his assessment of
the overall situation and his intended or recommended actions based
on the assessment.
Line 1
Line 2

EXER
MSGD

Line 3
Line 4
Line 5

REF
DTG
ORGID

Line 6

POLITICAL
OVERVIEW

Line 7

ASSESSMENT
OF
OPFORCES

Line 8

ASSESSMENT
OF FRIENDLY
FORCES

Line 9

COMMANDER’
S OVERALL
ASSESSMENT

Line 10

Exercise Identification
Message Identified /Reporting
Organization/Serial Number of the Report
Reference
Effective Date –Time Group of the report
Originator of the report
Drafter/releaser ( Unit designation Name
/Unit Size Code /Country Code /Role
Indicator Code /Higher formation name)
Concise summary of the overall political
situation within the Commander’s area of
interest.
Assessment of the Opposing Forces or
potential OPFOR capabilities and possible
courses of action.
Assessment of Friendly Forces’ availability
and capability to perform assigned mission. It
also includes:
• OWN FORCES POSTURE
• MILITARY SITUATION
• LOGISTIC ASSESSMENT
• CIS ASSESSMENT
Summarize the Friendly Forces and OPFOR
overall assessment, focusing on key issue.
Provide the Commander’s intention and
recommendations, for the next 72 hours.
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Annex C

LAND REPORTING
SERIOUS INCIDENT REPORT (SINCREP)
Serious incident immediately after obtaining knowledge of the
incident, even without full verification.
1. Intermediate Report(s) (SINCREP – 1,2,3,). this will fill in the
gaps as further information comes in, and verifies or corrects the
basic facts from the Initial Report. The number within the report
identifier indicates the sequence of intermediate reports.
2. Final Report (SINCREP – F). This report would be a factual
account of the incident from beginning to end. It could also be
relevant. There will be no further Intermediate Reports for the
same incident after the Final Report has been distributed.
The suitable for the transmission of the SINCREP are the voice
and/or fax communication system.

APPENDIX:
SINCREP
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Appendix 1 to
Annex C

SERIOUS INCIDENTS REPORT
(SINCREP)
Line 1:

Message Identifier/Reporting Organization/Serial
Number of the special incident within the reporting
organization//

Line 2:

Effective date of the report//

Line 3:

Description of the special incident//

Example for an Initial Report:
Line 1:

SICREP 1/MNB/004

Line 2:

DTG/181600oct//

Line 3:

SINCTEXT/Text to describe the serious incident//

Example for an Intermediate Report:
Line 1:

SINCREP 1/MNB/004

Line 2:

DTG/182000oct//

Line 3:

SINCTEXT/Text to describe the serious incident.

Example for a Final Report:
Line 1:

SINCREP-F/MNB/004//

Line 2:

DTG/182000oct//

Line 3:

SINCTEXT/Text to describe the serious incident/
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LAND REPORTING
SITUATION REPORT
(SITREP)
Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Line 5:
Line 6:

Message Identifier/Reporting Organization/Serial
Number of the Report//
Effective Date of the report//
General Situation//
Changes in Operational Situation since last report//
Subordinate Unit/Location of HQ/Major operational
activity//
Additional Remarks, if and when necessary//

Example:
Line 1:
Line 2:
Line 3:
Line 4:
Line 5:
Line 6:

SITREP/MNB/003//
DTG/181600 Oct//
GENSIT/Text to describe the general situation//
HANOPSIT/Text to describe observed changes //
EBAT/Name of HQ location / Text to describe major
activities//
EM/Nil or text //
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SHOOTING REPORT
(SHOOTREP)
A reporting “cut off” will be used where SHOOTREPS are only
initiated in the case of firing:
1. Excess of 75 rounds small arms/light machine guns.
2. Excess of 50 rounds heavy machine gun.
3. All heavy caliber/tank.
In reports of firing close to SEEBRIG positions the following “rule
of thumb” will be used. Initiate a report where:
1. Rounds actually hit a SEEBRIG position (perimeter earth
banks, walls, buildings etc.).
2. SA/LMG/HMG rounds impact or pass within 25m of
SEEBRIG.
3. Tank/Artillery/Mortar rounds impact or pass within 200m or
SEEBRIG position/vehicle/personnel;
4. Aerial bombardment within 1000m of SEEBRIG
position/vehicle/ personnel.
Format.
From: HQ SEEBRIG
To:
HQ LCC
SHOOTREP
A. Time of incident/shooting.
B. Location of incident.
C. Description of type of shooting.
D. Description of damage caused to infrastructure.
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SHELLING/MORTAR AND BOMBING REPORT
(SHELLREP/MORTREP/BOMBREP)
From: HQ SEEBRIG.
To:
HQ LCC.
CODE
LETTER
PROWORD
ALPHA
BRAVO
CHARLIE

DELTA
ECHO
FOXTROT
GOLF
HOTEL
INDIA
JULIET KILO

INFORMATION
SHELLREP, MORTREP OR
BOMBREP
FROM
POSITION OF OBSERVER
BEARING OF FLASH OR
SOUND OF GUN OR MORTAR
OR DETERMINED BY
CRATER EXAMINATION
TIME FROM
TIME TO
AREA SHELLED, MORTARED
OR BOMBED
NUMBER AND NATURE OF
DELIVERY MEANS
NATURE OF FIRE
NUMBER AND TYPE OF
SHELLS, BOMBS
TIME OF FLASH TO BANG
DAMAGE
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BASIC MAP SYMBOLS
The basic unit symbol

The Headquarters symbol

Observation post

Logistics / administrative installation

Electronic unit
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UNIT SIZE
The unit size is depicted by a
graduated series of dots, vertical
stripes and crosses. They are
placed centrally on top of the
basic symbol.

Squad:
3-10
soldiers
commanded
by
a
corporal/sergeant.

Section: One or more squads
commanded by sergeant.

Platoon:
30-50
soldiers
commanded by a lieutenant.

Company/Squadron/Battery:
150-200 soldiers commanded
by a captain/major.

Battalion:500-800 soldiers
commanded by
major/lieutenant-colonel.
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Regiment: 1,000-2,000 soldiers
Commanded by a lieutenantcolonel/colonel.

Brigade: 3,000-6,000 soldiers
Commanded by a colonel/brigadiergeneral.

Division: 10-18,000 soldiers
commanded by a major-general.

Corps: 50-80,000 soldiers
commanded by a lieutenant-general.

UNIT TYPE

Infantry

Armoured/mechanized infantry

Reconnaissance
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Armoured reconnaissance

Armour

Artillery

Armoured artillery

Engineering

Combat service support

Medical general

Helicopter
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HQ

Headquarters

Headquarters

MP

Military police

Signal

Anti aircraft

Transport

NBC (Nuclear, Biological and Chemical)

Supply
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UNIT LOCATION
If the basic symbol is used alone,
the actual location is at the center
of the bottom of the symbol.

If a line has to be used, the
location is at the end of the line.

Location of a headquarters is at
the end of the line.

UNIT POSITION
Current position

Future position
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TITLE AND HIGHER FORMATION
DESIGNATION

SEEBRIG

PFOR

The unit title is placed at the bottom left of the sign, the higher
formation designation is placed at the bottom right of the sign.

TIMING INDICATOR
Timings are given as a Date Time Group:

Date:

Time of day:

Time Zone indicator:

Month:

Year:

12 14 25B 12 Feb 98

12 1425B Feb 98

X
SEEBRIG

PFOR

The DTG as shown indicates that the unit was known to be at
the marked location.
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NMB 12 1425B Feb 98

X
SEEBRIG

PFOR

The DTG may be prefixed by NMB (no move before).

From 12 1425B Feb 98
To 25 1200B Feb 99

X
SEEBRIG

PFOR

The DTG shown in this example indicates the time a unit, will
be at the given location.

MOBILITY INDICATOR
If necessary, mobility indicators can be placed beneath a unit
or symbol to show the type of mobility.

By foot

Motorized – for road
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Motorized – cross country ability

Mechanized – on tracks

Amphibious

Marines
SSS

Mountain

Air transportable

Parachute
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BOUNDARIES
A solid line depicts boundaries between units with the size
designators placed at convenient intervals and unit designators
placed on either side of the sign.
2
||
4
Boundary between Batallion No 2 and No 4.
If units are of different nationalities, the national designator will
be normally be added.
Nation 2 BN
||
Nation 4 BN
Boundary between Battalion No 2 from Nation No: 2 and
No 4 from the Nation: 4.
Where a boundary seperates two units of different size, the
symbol for the larger unit will be used, except that a unit rear
boundary will show the unit concerned and not the size symbol of
the superior unit.

1=3
X SEEBRIG

SEEBRIG X

1
II
2

3
II
2
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SUMMARY
Size indicator

Basic symbol –
rectangle with role
indicator inside

From 11 0800B Jun 98
To 11 0800B Dec 98

Date – time
Group

Unconfirmed

X

SEEBRIG

Reinforced (+)
Reduced (-)
?
(-)
UNNY

Alternate

Higher
Formation

Unit designation

If HQ, drop line from
bottom left corner

Can qualify HQ echelon by
adding ”Main”, ”Alternate”,
etc under box
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Intentionally Blank

MPFSEE UNCLASSIFIED
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CHAPTER 5

TRAINING SUBJECTS
Introduction
1. What you must know before deployment regarding operational
matters of your unit and how you fit in Peace- keeping
2. In case of breaches of cease- fire the general task of your
unit will be:
a. To observe and report
b. To initiate contact with the parties
c. To negotiate a cease- fire

1.

SEEBRIG TRAINING CONCEPT

Aim
The aim of the paragraph is to outline the Training Concept for
the Headquarters and the assigned units of the South-Eastern
Europe Brigade (SEEBRIG).

Situation
In PSO, commanders, staff officers and soldiers are to use
skills that are not necessarily a part of normal military training.
Therefore training for PSO is in addition to common military
training.
The basic principles and skills for PSO are the same for any
kind of PSO. The principles are consent of the belligerent parties
to the conflict, impartiality, and the minimum use of force
consistent with execution of the mandated mission. The
bearing and behavior of all personnel - firmness in adhering to the
entrusted, mandate, actual and apparent even- handedness,
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bearing and behavior of all personnel - firmness in adhering to the
entrusted, mandate, actual and apparent even- handedness
employing minimal force only when necessary, are keywords.
The range of PSO, which covers different types of conflicts,
provides a certain amount of flexibility in responding to them.

Mission
To improve interoperability in a multinational environment and
to improve the ability of co-operating with units from other
countries.

Execution
SEEBRIG has divided the training for PSO into three phases.
Each of them is to be carried out in addition to the normal military
training and two phases in advance for participating in PSO
missions. The first two phases consist of common training for all
personnel and units. Third phase is the training for individuals and
units in the mission area.
1. Phase one is the basic level of the training, which should
be achieved by all personnel and units no matter in what type
of PSO mission they participate. Phase one provides units and
staff with the general knowledge, skills and techniques,
required for PSO. The training related to the phase one would
be given twice a year during the first and second half period.
This training should be completed in approximately six weeks
days. (Totally 12 weeks in a year.)
2. Phase two is the training, related to a specific PSO
mission. This training is to be conducted in addition to the
basic PSO training when the mission, mandate, the actual
rules of engagement and tasks are known. Mission oriented
PSO training is to be conducted prior to departure to the
mission area, or before and during field or command field
exercises, and has to be refined by ongoing training during the
deployment. This training should be completed in
approximately two weeks.
3. Phase three aims at a repetition and implementation of the
pre-mission training, and is to be conducted during the first
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weeks and months in the mission area, followed by unit and
collective training (training between different types of army
units). There is no time limit for this training.

Training
1. Basic level training:
a. Basic PSO training for all personnel and units (Nation’s
responsibility).
Regardless of the kind of PSO, there are common basic
PSO knowledge, skills and techniques to be known by all
personnel and units.
b. Basic level training for officers (Nation’s responsibility).
Officers must have additional training on top of the basic
PSO training at their special functions.
c. Basic level training for commanders and staff officers
(SEEBRIG responsibility). Commanders (of the subordinate
units) and staff officers (brigade and battalion level) should
be trained together, so that they would be able to operate
in a multinational environment and to co-operate with units
from other countries, NATO, WEU, UN, UNHCR, ICRC,
and non-governmental organizations.
2. Mission oriented training:
a. Mission oriented training for all personnel and units
(Nation’s responsibility).
It is necessary to give all personnel, a mission oriented
PSO training related to the specific PSO mission in which
they are to participate.
b. Mission oriented training for SEEBRIG officers
(SEEBRIG responsibility).
Commanders and staff officers must have mission
oriented training aiming at their special function related to
the specific PSO mission in which they are participating.
3. Training in the mission area:
a. Training for individuals and units (SEEBRIG
responsibility).
Repetition and addition to the pre-mission training for
individuals and units during the mission are important in
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order to maintain the efficiency level of the personnel and
the unit as a whole.
b. Collective training. (SEEBRIG responsibility)
It is important for PSO force to carry out unit and
collective exercises in accordance with the Operation
Orders (readiness, MEDEVAC, reinforcing etc.) so as a
solid and effective PSO force would be created.

2.

OBSERVATION POSTS AND POSITIONS

This section will discuss:
− Definitions and features of OPs and Posn.
− Daily routine and observing techniques.
− The content of an OP/ Posn Order and the task of the OP/
Posn crew.

Definitions
1. Position is a tactically sited location, permanently occupied
by military members of a PKO from where they carry out various
operational tasks such as checkpoints, roadblocks, observation,
and patrols. Posn is normally occupied by armed troops.
2. Observation Post (OP) is a permanently occupied location
from where UN peace- keepers carry out "observe and report”
missions. In locating OPs one may often have to sacrifice good
tactical siting in favor of good observation.
An OP can be occupied by armed troops or unarmed
observers. Temporary Posn, OP are manned as required on a
temporary basis, for a limited period of time for the purpose of
carrying out an observation or control task. They are not
administratively self- contained but may be located in old
permanent positions or OPs.
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Marking and Protection
All Posns/ OPs must have the following features:
1. Well- delineated and illuminated, surroundings include.
2. Distinctively marked.
3. Protection for the occupants.
4. Surrounded by a protective barrier.
5. Extensive wire entanglements.
6. Zig- zagged entrance gate.
7. White background with "UN" markings in black or blue.
8. Posn/ OP number prominently displayed.
9. Markings visible from the air.
10. UN flag flown all times from a prominently placed flagpole
and well lit at night.
11. Incorporated shelter.

Daily Routine and Observing Techniques
Duties of a UN OP/ Posn crew: OBSERVE-VERIFY-REPORT
1. Content of reports (typical significant incidents):
a. Movements.
b. Shooting, hostile acts or threats.
c. Any improvement of defence positions
d. Over flight of cease- fire lines or lines of the Area of
Operation.
e. Violations of armistice or cease- fire agreement.
2. Daily routine:
a. Maintain Log.
b. Carry out patrols and investigations for further
observation as ordered.
c. Maintain line and radio communications to next highest
HQ
d. Maintain specified minimum of strength.
NOTE: There are specific written orders on OPs/Posn (read
and learn them by heart).
3. Observing techniques (learn and refresh):
a. Searching ground by day and night.
b. Use of binoculars and night vision equipment.
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c. Use and drawing sketches, taking features and
providing briefings determination of distance by various
means.
4. OP/ Posn Order:
a. Task, incl. local situation and current alert status.
b. Length of stay/ time and method of relief.
c. Where to load/ unloads weapons and how to supervise.
d. Dress, arms and equipment needed.
e. Areas of observation including positions of the parties.
f. Action on suspicious activity.
g. Method of alerting commander/ operations.
h. Method of challenging.
i. Orders for opening fire/ Rules of engagement.
j. Action when attacked/ proxy bomb/ mortar.
k. Friendly patrols - times out and in.
l. Check entry/ exit of mil. and civ. vehicles.
m. Equipment:
♦ Binos/NVD-Alarm device-Map.
♦ Compass-Log-pen-Range card.
♦ Radio equip.-Torch/filter-Panoramic photo.
♦ Orders-Personality-Fire extinguisher.
♦ Photos (if available).
You must know and exercise:
1. How to observe and report.
2. How to reinforce the Posn.
3. How to act when attached.
4. How to protect yourself against small arms fire and
shrapnel.
5. How to maintain equipment and shelter.
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3.

CHECKPOINTS (CP)

This section will discuss:
− Definitions purpose and features of CP.
− Method of search, principles, general considerations,
training content.

General definition
A manned point is used as a means of controlling movement
by checking vehicles and pedestrians, in order to enforce control
measures, orders and regulations. "Closed checkpoints" are
called roadblocks. These form the basis of blocking positions.
1. Static CP:
A CP that is permanently placed on a road or major track,
crossroad or junction, at an entrance to a controlled area.
2. Mobile CP:
Used when there are difficulties covering all roads and
tracks with static CPs. One mobile CP is manned by a
minimum of two armored vehicles, usually employed for short
periods.

Purpose of CPs
1. To show presence of UN.
2. To survey all activities in the terrain, along roads and in
inhabited areas.
3. To check/ inspect and register all traffic of personnel, vehicles
into and out of the UN zone.
4. To prevent the smuggling of weapons, ammunition and
explosives into or out of the AO by searching.
5. To count special traffic, such as military vehicles, tanks, APCs,
artillery.
6. To act as an OP/ Posn.
7. To operate in the surveillance net with other OPs and CPs.
8. On specific order, to be able to close the CP and block
different types of traffic.
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You must know and exercise:
1. The method of search (vehicle and body search, metal
detector).
2. What to do with individuals:
♦ Refuse to produce ID card.
♦ Refuse access to the object to be searched.
♦ Produce a weapon.
3. How to control traffic.
4. How to apply safety procedures.
5. How to react to threats.

Principles
1. Isolate problems quickly.
2. Prevent their escalation.
3. Resolve them quickly.
4. Slow down movement.
5. Maintain constant and complete surveillance and security.
6. Request reinforcement if necessary.
The main reason for checking is to identify persons and goods
in order to prevent illegal items being brought into the Area of
Operation through the checkpoint.
A sign must be placed ahead of the CP, saying:

‘’YOU ARE NOW ENTERING (LEAVING)
THE UN ZONE
REDUCE SPEED
PLEASE HAVE YOUR ID CARD READY
NO WEAPONS, KNIVES OR EXPLOSIVES
ARE ALLOWED IN THE UN ZONE "
(IN LOCAL LANGUAGE)
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Note on the logging form:

Time

Name/
driver

Type/
car

License
number

Destination

Direction

According to orders you must consider who may or may not pass
the checkpoint as follows:
No entrance:
Armed elements
Civilians without valid ID - card
Prohibited persons
During curfew nobody

Free entrance:
UN personnel
UN Observers
Red Cross personnel
Local police and authorities
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Additional precautions at night:
1. All cars must be stopped.
2. Monitoring and registration of traffic from one CP (OP,
Posn) to the other.

4.

PATROLS

This section will discuss:
− Types, purpose and principles of patrols.
− The content of a Patrol Order and what needs to be done
after the patrol.

Types of patrols
1.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Foot patrols.
Vehicle patrols.
Air patrols.
Sea patrols.
Special patrols (river/ marsh, ski, etc.)

Purpose of patrols
1. To confirm/ supervise a cease- fire.
2. To gain information.
3. To check on areas which cannot be observed from Ops.
4. To indicate a UN presence to parties.
5. To reassure isolated communities.
6. To carry out mobile CPs.
7. To inspect infiltration lanes.
8. To carry out observation from isolated and unoccupied
Ops.
9. To provide a physical link between adjoining but isolated
Posn.
10. To provide protection for parties/ local population where
travelling without UN coverage might provoke an incident.
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11. To establish standing reconnaissance teams between
parties during a period of tension.
12. To ensure full control in the AO and to keep infiltrators out.

Principles to be adhered to by patrols
1. Comply with the patrol plan.
2. Maintain a written record of all observations- sketches.
3. Halt when challenged, report at once by radio.
4. Maintain continuous radio contact and report your location
by using Vehicle Report Points (VRP).
5. Observe:
a. Condition of roads and tracks.
b. Nature of terrain.
c. Presence of obstacles and minefields.
6. Record any changes in the disposition of armed forces.
7. Ensure security of all maps, documents.
8. Record any changes in environmental or civilian activity.
9. Refrain from diverging from the original patrol plan.

Patrol order (content)
1. Objective, task.
2. General and local situation, special incidents, alert status.
3. Reports from previous patrols.
4. Other patrols and UN activity in the area
5. Local procedures used by the other parties or by civilian
authorities
6. Alternative tasks if the primary mission cannot be carried
out.
7. Patrol route.
8. Link to flanking units, OPs or Posns.
9. Time of departure, time of arrival at different objects.
10. Latest time of return, code words for communication and
emergency.
11. MEDEVAC procedure.
12. Weather forecast.
13. Debrief and patrol report, where and when Questions.
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After the patrol
1. Report immediately after debriefing.
2. Prepare a detailed written report with sketches.
3. Check vehicles and equipment taken on patrol and report
damages. Medical attention.
4. Report any patrol member requiring.

5.

ESCORTS

This section will discuss:
− Definitions, purpose of escorts.

− Action on ambush.
Definitions

Escort:
A UN unit assigned to accompany and protect other
UN troops/ elements or convoys.
Convoy:
A group of vehicles organized for the purpose of
control and orderly movement with or without escort protection.
Convoy Escort:
An escort to protect a convoy of vehicles
from being scattered destroyed or captured.
Column:
A group of vehicles moving under a single
commander over the same route, in the same direction.
Packet:
Subdivision of a large column, each having its own
commander.

Purpose of escorts
Escorts are required for:
1. Humanitarian convoys.
2. Personnel protection.
3. Transport of supply.
4. Refugee escort.
5. POW escort.
6. Rescue operations.
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7. Other convoys.
Organizations to co- operate with:
UN Agencies and NGOs, (UNHCR, UNICEF, ICRC etc.)

Action on ambush:
(To read in context with Roles of Engagement, ROE!)
Ambush seen first
1. Halt outside killing area, disperse and take cover.
2. Turret crews remain mounted and scan for targets.
3. Armored infantry dismount on order.
4. Contact report to HQ, followed by regular SITREPs.
5. Combat appreciation/ estimate, plan and orders.
Options:
1. Ignore and press on.
2. Negotiate safe passage.
3. Take appropriate aggressive action (subject to policy).
4. Stop and wait for resolution at higher level.
5. Detour.
6. Turn back.
Ambush fires first
1. Single warning shot or burst:
a. Halt immediately and investigate.
b. If firing has stopped, continue as in para 1 above.
2. Intermittent but ineffective firing continues:
a. Extricate soft skin vehicle crews using empty APC.
b. Withdraw from killing area. Use smoke if necessary.
c. Further action as in para 1 above.
3. Convoy sustains effective fire:
a. Return aimed fire immediately.
b. Drive out of killing area. Then proceed as in para 1
above.
c. If caught in killing area, dismount and take appropriate
aggressive action (subject to policy).
d. CASEVAC. Extricate soft skin vehicle crews.
Vehicles halted away from ambush basic drill:
1. Take cover in APC/ ditches/ under vehicle.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

6.

Prepare to support those in firefight.
Mount sentries, allocate arcs and stand to positions.
Check area for mines, mark clear areas
Establish liaison with local forces, if possible
Ensure clear road for passage of prior vehicles.

DE-ESCALATION OF DEPLOYMENT

This section will discuss:
− Possible scenarios in which concentrated deployment is
necessary.
− Possible reactions at trouble spots.
These measures are subject of extensive exercises in the
Area of Operations.

Scenarios:

Measures:

Demonstrations of masses

Crowd control activities, show of
Force.
Tightening Line Procedure, Show
of Force.
Reinforcement of positions,
blocking, Tightening Area
Procedure, Show of Force.
Interpositioning, show of Force.

Enduring ground
Advancing troops

Constant sniping

Arming Order Levels regulate how to carry rifles, pistols,
batons, bayonets, place entanglements, handle ammunition and
use the protection equipment as well as orders to be given.
Loudspeakers, flares, searchlights, cameras and other
surveillance means might be used.
Means of deployment are reserves (Ready Reaction Groups,
RRG).
Use of force must be the last resource.
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CONVOY ESCORT-Example
Convoy escorted by Armored Infantry Platoon
ORDER of a vehicles in convoy:

RECCE Section
(Incl Engineer Recce)
Armoured Reconnaissance Vehicle

Platoon Commander

Armoured Personnel Carrier

Engineer section

Personnel Carrier

UN *5 (+/-)

Ambulance

UN *5 (+/-)

Empty for crews of soft skin vehicles
UN *5 (+/-)
Deputy Commander
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Intentionally Blank
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CHAPTER 6

LOGISTICS
1.

GENERAL

Primary responsibility
Primary responsibility for support of SEEBRIG’s unit’s rests
with their National Support Elements (NSE) included in the
ORBATLIST of the Combat Service Support (CSS) Battalion.
However, the coordination of logistic support and sustainment
remain the joint responsibility of the SEEBRIG and their NSEs,
with the Higher Force Commander exercising coordinating
authority for logistic assets and resources.

Provision of logistic support
Provision of logistic support is ultimately the responsibility of
each participant Party from its national sources to the most
forward operational area for all categories of equipment, except
when the Parties agreed otherwise on a bilateral or multilateral
basis or centralized supply contract have been concluded. Units
assigned to the SEEBRIG need to ensure compliance with NATO
logistic policies and procedures. They are required to submit
reports as requested and solicit logistic assistance as required
from the SEEBRIG HQ. Accordingly, effective interoperability of
logistic support requires forecasting of requirements, planning for
coordination, cooperation in its execution, and corrects reporting.

Methods of providing efficient logistic support
1. Operation is self-sustaining and based on past UN or NATO
deployment and practical logistic doctrine on theater.
Consequently, SEEBRIG Forces will require some back up first
and second line logistic support.
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2. The emphasis to provide efficient logistic support within a
Multinational Command is that Nations retain the basic
responsibility for supporting their forces. However the
COMSEEBRIG can direct how the national unit commanders
furnish logistic support for the benefit of all the SEEBRIG Forces.
3. Methods of providing efficient logistic support to be used are:
a. Formations of a movement control cell (MCC) at SEEBRIG
HQ.
b. Coordination with the Host Nation Support.
c. Use of CSS Battalion to provide general logistic support for
SEEBRIG, for transportation, some common items of supply,
medical, EOD.
d. Maximum use of bilateral and/or multilateral servicing
agreement for a number of services, including POL, vehicle
recovery, fresh rations, water, medical, evacuation and
transportation under the following conditions:
♦ Cross servicing: One Nation supports another and it is
reimbursed;
♦ Common servicing: One Nation supports another, but it
is not reimbursed;
♦ Joint servicing: Jointly staffed and funded support of two
or more Nations.

National Support Element (NSE)
National support element is any national organization or
activity that supports national forces which are a part of the
SEEBRIG force. NSEs are under Operational Control (OPCON)
of the National Authorities, and Combat Service Support battalion
(CSS Bn) coordinates their activities. Their mission is nationspecific support to the units and common support that is retained
by the nations. NSEs are asked to coordinate and cooperate with
the COMSEEBRIG and the Host Nation (HN).
Depending on the size and organization of the national
contingent, the NSEs should, in general, have the capability of
undertaking the following functions:
1. Maintenance, repair, recovery and evacuation (carry out first
and second line of maintenance for their vehicles and equipment
as weapons, communication, and optical and field services).
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2. General store management with distribution and handling of all
battalion’s stores at first and second line.
3. Regarding transportation, all NSEs will require adequate
mobility and transportation assets to support the operational units
and the necessary equipment to manage pallets and containers
as forklifts and cranes.
4. General quartermasters and field services.
5. Medical support.
6. Reception, Staging, Onward Movement and Integration
(RSOI) process.

2.

FIRST AID

Introduction
First aid is the immediate treatment administered to a
casualty before they can reach medical assistance. Prompt
and correct first aid for wound will not only speed healing, but
will often save a life – and that life may be yours! The most
important points are to remain calm and use common sense.
This short guide is intended as an emergency reference. The
tactical situation and the expertise of the personnel present
may influence treatment decisions.
The four priority life-saving steps in first aid are:
♦
♦
♦
♦

Restore breathing and pulse.
Stop bleeding.
Protect the wound.
Prevent or treat shock.
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Vital signs
1. Check Heartbeat and Pulse.
To hear a heartbeat. For a male and/or child, place your ear just
below the left breast. Listen for a heartbeat.
2. To Feel for a Pulse.
a. Place the tips of your index and middle fingers on the
thumb side of the victim’s wrist to feel for a pulse. Do not use
your thumb, as this will confuse the victim’s pulse with your
own.
b. If a pulse cannot be felt at the wrist, check the carotid pulse
gently with your fingertips (it is located in a groove next to the
windpipe, deep in the neck) or the femoral pulse (deep in the
groin).
c. Once a pulse has been located, count the number of beats
in 15 seconds and multiply by 4 or if the pulse is very slow or
irregular, counts for 60 seconds. A pulse rate may vary
depending on the victim’s condition.
d. The normal adult male heart rate is between 70 and 80
beats/minute, for a female rate is 75 to 80, and for a young
child 82 to 180. However, excitement, exercise, or fever may
increase the rate. Be sure to note whether the pulse is weak,
full, bounding, or irregular.
3. Look and Listen for Breathing
Look for the rise and fall of the chest. If it is cold, there may
be frost on the victim’s breath. Place your ear near their mouth
and listen for breathing. Note whether the breathing is regular,
rapid, shallow, or shows signs of difficulty. Check airway for
obstructions.
4. Check for Wounds and Injuries
Look at the casualty from head to foot checking for
bleeding, open wounds, external signs of internal injuries and
other problems. Remember that many wounds, particularly
bullet wounds, have both an entrance and exit hole, check for
both. Additionally, multiple small metal sliver wounds may
accompany large shrapnel wounds.
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Cardiac pressure resuscitation (CPR)
1. Artificial Respiration.
If the victim is not breathing, check airway and remove any
obstructions with hooked fingers.
a. Mouth-to-mouth Method.
With patient lying on back, hold jaw well, open while
bending head back to prevent tongue from falling and blocking
airway. Hold nostrils closed with other hand. Place mouth over
patient’s mouth and exhale. Watch for chest to rise as you
blow gently into patient’s lungs. (If chest does not rise, turn
patient onto side and thumb between shoulder blades to
remove obstruction.) Take a breath while watching for fall of
victim’s exhaling.
For a child; do not blow. Exhale normally, or in the case of
baby in gentle puffs. Blowing forcefully into a child’s mouth can
damage delicate lungs.
b. Arm-Lift Method.
If mouth to mouth technique is not possible due to facial
injury or NBC contamination, use the arm-lift method. With
victim on back, check airway for obstructions and kneel behind
the victim’s head. Grasp the victim’s hands and place them on
the lower ribs, rock forward, pressing downward and forcing
air out of the victim’s lungs. When you meet firm resistance, lift
the arms upward and backward as far as possible. The
process of lifting and stretching the arms increases the size of
the chest cavity and draws air into the lungs. Repeat cycle of
Press-Lift-Stretch.
Repeat either method, as quickly as possible for first six
inflation, then at 12 repetitions per minute until normal
breathing is reestablished. Don’t give up!
If no pulse, start alternating cardiac resuscitation and
artificial respiration. Give 2 full breaths for each cycle of 15
compressions in single rescuer CPR.
2. Cardiac Resuscitation.
Regardless of the method of artificial respiration, if here is no
pulse and, after 10 to 12 breaths, there is no apparent
improvement in the casualty’s condition, cardiac resuscitation
(external heart massage) should be started. There is no time to
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lose! If the rescuer can’t feel a pulse, he is going to circulate the
blood as well as breathe for the victim.
3. External Chest Compression.
The victim must be always in horizontal position when external
chest compression is performed. During cardiac arrest, even
during properly performed chest compression, inadequate blood
flow to the brain may exist when the body is in an upright position.
a. With the middle and index fingers of the lower hand, locate
the lower margin of the victim’s rib cage on the side next to the
rescuer.
b. Run the fingers along the rib cage to the notch where the
ribs meet the sternum in the center of the lower chest.
c. With the middle finger on the notch, place the index finger
next to the middle finger on the lower end of the sternum.
d. Place the heel of the other hand (which had been used on
the forehead to maintain head position) on the lower half of the
sternum, and just next to the index finger, which is next to the
middle finger that located the notch. The long axis of the heel
of your hand should be placed on the long axis of the
breastbone.
e. Remove the first hand from the notch, and place it on top of
the hand on the sternum so that hands are parallel and
directed straight away from the rescuer.
f. The fingers may be either extended or interlaced but must
be kept off the chest.
g. Straighten the elbows by locking them, and position your
shoulders directly over your hands so that the thrust for
external chest compression is straight down. If the thrust is
other than straight down, the torso has a tendency to roll, part
of the effort is lost, and the chest compressions less effective
and requires an inefficient amount of effort.
h. To compress the sternum of a normal-size adult, you must
push with enough force to depress the breastbone 20 to 40
millimeters. With each compression, you want to squeeze the
heart or increase the pressure within the chest so that blood
moves through the body. You must compress at a rate of 80 to
100 times per minute.
i. If you use the weight of your body, you do not depend on
the strength of your arms and shoulders as much. Instead of
having to push from your shoulders, you let the natural weight
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of your body falling forward to provide the force to depress the
victim’s sternum. Keep arms straight.
j. Do not lift your hands off the chest, or change their position
in any way, because correct hand position may be lost.
Bouncing compressions must be avoided since they are less
effective and are more likely to cause injury and additional
problems.

Traumatic Amputation
1. Recognize and assess injury. Has the part been completely
severed?
2. Apply direct pressure to stump and elevate.
3. Apply pressure dressing and secure with self-adherent gauze
bandage.
4. Reinforce with more dressing and secure with self-adherent
gauze bandage.
5. Assess for bleeding control. If bleeding is not controlled, apply
tourniquet no more than 5 cms. nearest to stump. Treat for shock
and evacuate.
6. If the tactical situation permits, treat amputated part as follows:
a. Wrap the part in dry sterile dressing and secure with selfadherent gauze bandage,
b. Place the part in a plastic bag and label bag with the
patient’s name, date, and time. Seal the bag,
c. Place the part in a cooler or in another appropriate
container on top of a sealed bag of ice or cold packs.
Remember that the part is to be in a cool environment. It
must not be submerged in or come in direct contact with the
ice or water.
7. Transport the amputated part in the cooler with the patient to
hospital if possible.

Sucking Chest Wound
1. Examine casualty and expose a large area around the wound.
Remember to check for exit wound on opposite side. Cut away
clothing, if necessary.
2. All penetrating chest wounds will be treated as sucking chest
wounds.
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3. Remember that the characteristic hissing, sucking, and
fluttering noise, which is produced as the patient breathes, may
not be present.
4. A sucking chest wound must be closed immediately by any
means available. Use the palm of your hand initially to seal the
wound and prevent additional air from entering the thoracic
(chest) cavity. The wound should be sealed after the patient
forcibly exhales. Treatment should not be delayed to prepare
dressings.
5. Prepare an occlusive (airtight) dressing of plastic. Sterility
should be maintained to prevent further wound contamination.
The rescuer might consider using the inside of the plastic
wrappers from trauma pads or other medical supplies, as these
are relatively sterile. The occlusive dressing should be at least 5
cms wider than the diameter of the wound.
6. Cut plastic to required size. Place in palm of hand (clean side
up) and apply directly to the wound. Secure three sides of the
plastic to the patient with 7-8 cms adhesive tape. Have the patient
forcibly exhale. At the end of the exhalation, seal the remaining
side with adhesive tape. When sweating prevents maintaining a
seal (i.e., tape does not stick to the patient) or if the wound is
massive, trauma pads should be placed with cravats.
7. Have the casualty lie on the injured side to allow the lung on
the uninjured side expand more freely. Treat for shock and
evacuate.
8. Reassess patient’s vital signs frequently:
a. Respiration rate and quality.
b. Breath sounds.
c. Blood pressure.
d. Pulse.
9. Should the patient develop increasing respiratory difficulty and
extreme restlessness and anxiety, air trapped in the chest cavity
(tension pneumothorax) must be suspected. The signs of tension
pneumothorax are:
a. Cyanosis (blueness of skin).
b. Tracheal deviation.
c. Weak rapid pulse.
d. Hypertension (decreased or lowered blood pressure).
If tension pneumothorax is suspected, immediately lift on
corner of the occlusive dressing to break the seal and allow the
release of excessive air pressure from the thoracic cavity. The
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patient’s condition should improve as the pressure is released.
The occlusive dressing should then be resealed after the patient
forcibly exhales.

Other wounds
1. General.
Expose wound, control bleeding, applies sterile dressing, treat
for shock. Look for exit wound. Do not clean wound,
2. Head.
Elevate head. Clean the airway and protect wounded. Position
head to allow drainage from mouth. Do not give morphine,
3. Jaw.
Clean and maintain airway, stop bleeding with direct pressure,
do not bandage mouth shut, support jaw, position head to allow
drainage from mouth,
4. Belly.
Do not touch or replace organs. Use loose, dry sterile
dressing. Give no food or liquids.

Shock, Sprains, Fractures and Dislocations
1. Shock.
a. Signs / Symptoms
Pale, clammy weak skin, nervousness and thirst. They may
pass out.
b. First Aid:
♦ Lay patient on back, elevates feet, loosen clothing, and
keep warm.
♦ Feed hot liquids if conscious,
2. Turn head to side if unconscious. Remember that shock can
kill.

Sprains, Fractures and Dislocations
1. Signs / Symptoms.
Localized pain and swelling possibly accompanied by
discoloration. If a fractured bone protrudes through the surface of
the skin, it is considered a compound fracture and the wound
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should be treated accordingly. Dislocations and fractures may
exhibit obvious deformity.
2. First Aid:
a. Remove clothing around the site of the affected area or
dislocations. If necessary, cut clothing rather than causing
further injury or discomfort.
b. Prior to and following splitting, check blood circulation and
for feeling.
c. Splint all fractures in a manner, which immobilizes both the
joint above and the joint below the fracture site.
d. Fracture joints should gently be returned to splitting
position if this can be accomplished without using excessive
force or causing the patient to experience extreme pain.
e. Joints that cannot be gently returned to splitting position
should be splinted in their current position.
f. Straighten fracture of a long bone with gentle traction prior
to splitting.
g. Cover all open wounds with sterile dressings prior to
application of a splint.
h. Pad all splints to prevent excessive pressure.
i. Immobilize fractures prior to evacuating.
j. Splint fractures of the lower arm with the hand in position of
function.
k. Apply gentle traction while splitting.
l. Leave fingers and toes exposed if possible.
m. Splint should not impair circulation,
n. Elevate the extremity following immobilization, where
possible.
o. Elevate the injury, and for sprains apply ice to the affected
area periodically for approximately 24 to 48 hours following the
injury.
p. For dislocations, immobilize and apply ice to the affected
area periodically for approximately 24 to 48 hours following the
injury.

Heat Injuries
Dehydration
1. Signs / Symptoms:
1 – 5 % Fluid Losses: Thirst, vague, discomfort, lack of
appetite, flushed skin, impatience, sleepy, nausea.
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6 – 10 % Losses: Dizziness, headache, labored breathing, no
salivation, and indistinct speech, unable to walk.
11 – 20 % Losses: Delirium, swollen tongue, unable to
swallow, dims vision, numb.
2. First Aid:
a. Keep cools, shaded and loosens clothes.
b. Give water with a little dissolved salt (a pinch per pint).
c. Casualty needs rest and medical treatment.
d. Remember that increasingly noticeable as more body fluid
is lost. Other head injuries are usually directly related. Often
an over-looked cold weather injury. More than 20 percent fluid
loss is usually fatal.
Heat Cramps
1. Signs / Symptoms:
The person experiences muscle cramps of arms, legs
and/or stomach. The person may also have wet skin and
extreme thirst.
2. First Aid:
a. Move the person to a shady area or improvise shade
and loosen his clothing.
b. Give him large amounts of cool water slowly.
c. Monitor the person and give him more water as
tolerated.
d. Seek medical aid if the cramps continue.
Heat Exhaustion
1. Signs / Symptoms:
The casualty experiences loss of appetite, headache,
excessive sweating, weakness or faintness, dizziness,
nausea, and muscle cramps. The skin is pale, cool, moist and
clammy.
2. First Aid:
a. Move the casualty to a cool, shady area or improvise
shade and loosen or remove clothing.
b. Pour water on and fan the casualty to permit coolant
effect of evaporation.
c. Have casualty slowly drink at least one canteen full of
water.
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d. Elevate the casualty’s legs.
e. Seek medical aid if symptoms continue.
Heatstroke
1. Signs / Symptoms:
The casualty stops sweating (hot dry skin). The casualty
first may experience headache, dizziness, nausea, vomiting,
fast pulse and respiration, seizures and mental confusion. The
casualty may collapse and suddenly become unconscious.
This is a medical emergency. Heatstroke can kill if it is not
treated promptly and correctly.
2. First Aid:
a. Move the casualty to a cool, shady area or improvise
shade and loosen the casualty’s clothing. Remove the
outer garments and protective clothing if the situation
permits.
b. Immerse casualty in cool water. If the casualty cannot
immersed the arms and legs should be massaged with cool
water. Pour cool water on and fan the casualty to permit
cooling by evaporations.
c. If conscious, have the casualty slowly drink at least one
full canteen of water.
d. Seek medical assistance and evacuate as soon as
possible. Perform any necessary lifesaving measures
required.

3.

COLD WEATHER SURVIVAL

Types of cold
Wet Cold
Wet cold conditions occur where variations in day night
temperatures cause alternate freezing and thawing. Wet snow
and rain, causing the ground to become slushy and muddy often
accompany these conditions. Wet cold requires clothing with a
waterproof or water-repellent, wind-resistant outer layer, and an
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insulated inner layer sufficient for moderately cold weather of –
o
10 C and above. Waterproof footwear is essential.
Dry Cold
Dry cold conditions occur when average temperatures are
o
lower than – 10 C. The ground is usually frozen and the snow is
dry. These low temperatures and wind increase the need to
protect the entire body. Dry cold requires layered clothing that
insulates against a wind-chill. A water-repellent, wind-resistant
outer layer must protect the inner layers of insulation.
Intense Cold
o

o

Intense cold air temperatures (-20 to –31 C) are in the range
where materials begin to change, adversely affecting operations.
Fuels gel, back blast areas triple, artillery fires drop 100 per 1000
meters, water in containers freezes quickly. Appropriate
protective clothing is required.
Extreme Cold
o

Extreme cold (below – 31 C) inhibits full-scale combat.
Special fuels and lubricants are required, rubber becomes stiff
and brittle, and close tolerances are affected. Operator personnel
must have special protection from the elements.

Wind-chill
When a high wind is blowing, we feel much colder than when
is calm. Wind-chill is a measure of the combined effects of wind
and temperature.

Effects of cold
In extreme cold, a soldier can become numb and indifferent to
non-essential tasks. Essential tasks require more time and effort.
It has been repeatedly demonstrated that at temperatures lower
o
than – 23 C, all other problems lose significance in the personnel
battle for survival.
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The human body must be protected. To remain functional, it
must be kept clean, dry and reasonably warm and normal body
process must be maintained. Rest and nourishment are vital.
Remember four basic rules:
1. Keep in shape.
2. Drink plenty of water.
3. Eat to keep fit.
4. Maintain a positive attitude.

Cold Weather Clothing
Military cold weather clothing systems are designed to change
with the wearer’s needs. By varying the parts of the used clothing
system, soldiers can be comfortable when performing vigorous
activities.
Cold weather clothing systems use the design principles of
insulate, layer and ventilate. Moisture accumulated in
undergarments will inhibit cold weather clothing systems from
functioning efficiently and correctly. A good rule of thumb is to
start cool. After the first 10 to 15 minutes take a stop to dress
down. Remove unnecessary layers and vent the neck and wrist
and under the arms to avoid overheating.
Insulate
Insulation reduces the amount of body heat lost to the
environment. By regulating the amount of insulation, a soldier can
regulate the amount of body heat lost.
Layer
Several layers of clothing provide more insulation and
flexibility than one heavy garment, even if the heavy garment is
as thick as the combined layers. The secret is dead air space
between layers. The more dead air space, the greater the
insulating value. Layers can be added as it gets colder and taken
away as it warms up or as work increases.
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Ventilate
Ventilation helps maintaining a comfortable body temperature
by allowing the wearer to get rid of excess heat and body
moisture. Soldiers should ventilate either by opening their clothing
or by removing insulating layers before they start to sweat.
Remember the acronym COLD to quickly check your
adherence to the cold weather clothing principles; keep it Clean,
avoid Overheating, wear it Loose and in layers, and keep it Dry.
Each soldier battles the elements to keep his clothing dry. Even
though temperatures during dry-cold conditions may be much
lower than during wet-cold. Removing snows and frost before
entering a shelter is particularly important in keeping clothing dry.

Effects of Cold Weather
Caloric Intake
A basic fact of cold weather operations is that soldiers must
eat more than usual to function. The greater part of what soldiers
eat and drink maintains body heat while a small proportion
produces energy for physical work. In a cold climate, 4.500
calories per day are necessary to do hard, continuous work.
Physiological efficiency is likely to fall off rapidly without proper
caloric intake.
Fluids
The body loses liquid at an exceptional rate in arctic conditions
due to evaporation, exertion and low humidity. However carefully
you adjust clothing and ventilation, the heavy exertion of
movement on foot and preparation of bivouacs and defenses
exacts its toll in sweat and loss of moisture in the breath. These
liquids must be regularly replaced, preferably by hot drinks which
containg sugar, have the additional advantage of providing extra
calories.

Medical Injuries
The destructive influence of cold on the human body falls into
two categories; non-freezing and freezing injuries.
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Non-freezing Injuries
1. Chilblains.
This is a superficial tissue injury of the hands, ears or nose,
which occurs after prolonged exposure of the bare skin to
temperatures above freezing. It appears most often when high
winds and high humidity accompany low but non-freezing
temperatures. The severity depends on the temperature, wind
velocity and duration of exposure.
a. Prevention:
♦ Avoid the obvious exposure to the elements.
♦ Protect the obvious exposed areas with adequate
clothing and covering.
b. Symptoms:
♦ Initial pallor of the exposed areas.
♦ Redness, swelling, increased warmth and a sensation
of itching after re-warming.
♦ Superficial blisters or ulcers may appear with repeated
episodes.
c. Treatment:
♦ In the initial stages, gradually re-warm exposed area(s)
at room temperature.
♦ If the face is involved, you may simply hold a warm
hand to the area.
♦ If the hands are affected, place them in the armpits or
crotch.
♦ If blisters form, gently cleanse the area and protect it to
avoid infection.
2. Trench Foot / Immersion Foot.
Trench foot and immersion feet are injuries caused by the
prolonged exposure of skin to cold water or dampness at
temperatures usually ranging from just above freezing to 10 C.
a. Prevention:
♦ Change to dry socks 3 times as necessary.
♦ Use foot powder.
♦ Wear VB boots.
♦ If leather boots are damp, dry them whenever possible.
b. Symptoms:
♦ In the early stages, the feet are stiff and walking
becomes difficult.
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♦ The feet smell, swell and become painful.
c. Treatment:
♦ Gentle drying, elevation and exposure to temperatures
of 18 to 22 C.
♦ Bed rest, cleanliness and pain relief.
♦ In later stages, MEDEVAC.
3. Hypothermia.
Simply stated, hypothermia is a lowering of the temperature of
the body’s inner core. This happens when the body loses heat
faster than it can produce it. The potential for this condition will be
increased in the presence of fatigue, inadequate hydration, poor
nutrition, inadequate protective clothing and cold water
immersion. It must be remembered that freezing temperatures are
not necessary to produce hypothermia. Wind, rain and cold
temperatures also causes loss of body heat which can result in
hypothermia.
a. Prevention:
♦ Stay physically fit.
♦ Keep active.
♦ Use the uniform properly and keep it dry.
♦ Eat properly and often.
♦ Drink plenty of fluids, at least 3.9 liters per day when
performing hard work.
♦ Be prepared for and know-how to deal with rapid
changes in weather.
♦ Bivouac early before fatigue impairs judgement.
b. Symptoms:
♦ Uncontrollable shivering.
♦ Difficulty speaking, sluggish thinking and disorientation
and almost total disinterest in the surroundings.
♦ Trouble walking and poor coordination.
♦ In later stages, shivering stops and is replaced by
strong muscular rigidity.
♦ Exposed skin may become blue and puffy.
♦ Decreased respiratory effort.
♦ When victim’s temperature drops below 30 C, cardiac
irregularities occur.
c. Treatment:
♦ Prevent any further heat loss.
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♦ Get the victim out of the wind and into the best available
shelter.
♦ Replace wet clothing with dry. Wrap victim in warm
blankets or in a sleeping bag if one is available,
♦ Place as much insulation as possible between the victim
and the ground.
♦ Add heat by the best available means to the victim’s
neck, groin and sides of the chest. Caution: Do not apply
heat to extremities.
♦ If victim is conscious, give him warm fluids. If able to
eat, give candy or sweetened foods.
♦ If victim is unconscious, he should remain on his back,
with head tilted back to ensure open airway,
♦ Do not give alcohol to the victim.
♦ Get the victim to medical help as quickly as possible.
4. Dehydration.
Those who become dehydrated in the cold are headed for
trouble. Even mild dehydration makes us more susceptible to
other problems, such as hypothermia and frostbite.
a. Prevention:
♦ The minimum daily fluid requirement for persons doing
hard physical work in the cold is 4 liters per day.
♦ By the time you feel thirsty, you are already dehydrated.
Drink whenever you have a chance, particularly at halts
during movement on foot.
♦ All canteens should be full before any type of movement
during which re-supply will be difficult.
♦ Do not drink coffee when water is scarce. It will pass
through you almost as fast as you drink it. Water should be
your first choice.
♦ Check urine spots in the snow. Dark yellow or brown
indicates dehydration.
b. Symptoms:
♦ Dark or golden yellow urine. Red urine indicates a
severe condition requiring immediate medical attention.
♦ Lack of appetite.
♦ Dry mouth, tongue and throat.
♦ Upset stomach and vomiting.
♦ Headaches.
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c. Treatment:
♦ Keep the victim warm.
♦ Give plenty of liquids.
♦ Rest is essential.
5. Carbon Monoxide Poisoning.
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a deadly, odorless poison given off
by stoves, lanterns and engine exhaust.
a. Prevention:
♦ Ensure that stoves and lanterns are functioning
properly.
♦ Use stoves and lanterns in well-ventilated areas.
♦ Ensure that tents are well ventilated.
♦ Make sure vent holes are used in snow shelters.
♦ Do not warm yourself by engine exhaust.
b. Symptoms:
♦ Varied conditions, such as, headache, dizziness,
impaired vision, confusion, nausea, palpitations, weakness
and/or muscle pain.
♦ Bright red color appears on lips and skin.
♦ Victim becomes drowsy and collapses without warning.
♦ If the victim is discovered and unconscious for no
apparent reason in an enclosed shelter, suspect CO
poisoning.
c. Treatment:
♦ Move victim to open air.
♦ Keep victim still and warm.
♦ Administer mouth-to-mouth resuscitation if victim is not
breathing or is breathing irregularly.
♦ Administer cardiopulmonary resuscitation, if necessary.
♦ MEDEVAC as soon as possible.
6. Snow Blindness.
Snow blindness is a temporary visual by ultraviolet radiation
reflected from the snow into the eyes. The danger of snow
blindness is greater on a cloudy day than it is in a clear day
because one does not have brightness as a warming. Symptoms
appear 2 to 12 hours after exposure.
a. Prevention:
♦ Wear approved sunglasses.
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♦ If sunglasses are not available, make eye protections
from cardboard cut out in the shape of eyeglasses with
narrow horizontal slits for vision. In addition, you can pull a
muffler or stocking cap over the eyes as temporary eye
covering, or blacken the lower eyelids and cheeks with
carbon to reduce the amount of light getting into the eyes.
b. Symptoms:
♦ Eyes feel gritty and painful.
♦ Eyes feel hot and sticky and tear flow excessively.
♦ Sight becomes blurred and objects develop pinkish
tinge.
♦ Headaches occur.
c. Treatment:
♦ Rest in darkness.
♦ Cover eyes with cool bandage.
♦ Analgesics or sedatives.
♦ The injury will usually heal itself from 1 to 5 days.
7. Sunburn.
Sunburn can be a very real hazard because of the reflective
qualities of the snow, especially at high elevations.
a. Prevention:
Use sunscreen and chopstick.
b. Symptoms:
♦ Redness of skin may be accompanied by slight
swelling.
♦ Prolonged exposure may cause pain and blistering. In
severe cases, chills, fever and headache may develop.
c. Treatment:
Soothing creams may be helpful if swelling is not severe.
8. Constipation.
At very cold temperatures, personnel tend to postpone a
bowel movement, resulting in constipation. Constipation can also
result from dehydration.
a. Prevention:
♦ Eat regularly and drink plenty of fluids.
♦ Have a daily bowel movement.
b. Symptoms:
♦ Stomach cramps.
♦ Dizziness.
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♦ Headache.
c. Treatment:
♦ Prevention is the best treatment.
♦ If symptoms persist, get medical help.
9. Battle Wounds.
In cold weather, casualties should be given first aid from the
cold and shock effects and evacuated to an aid station without
delay. They should be placed in a casualty bag, sleeping bag or
the best available substitute. Remember also that wounds bleed
easily because the low temperature keeps blood from clotting.
Increased bleeding increases the likelihood of shock.
Wounds open to weather freeze quickly. The body loses heat
in the area around the injury, as blood soaks the skin around the
wound and clothing is usually torn. Therefore, early first aid
treatment becomes even more important at low temperatures.
10. Shock.
Shock is caused by reduction of the effective circulating blood
volume. Shock can be caused by severe injuries, loss of blood,
pain and many other factors. The normal reaction of the body to
severe cold is very similar to its reaction to shock. Therefore,
shock usually develops more rapidly and progresses more deeply
in extreme cold rather than in warmer temperatures.
a. Symptoms:
♦ Apprehension.
♦ Sweating.
♦ Pallor.
♦ Rapid, faint pulse.
♦ Cold, clammy skin.
♦ Thirst.
b. Treatment:
♦ Reassure the casualty. Pain can be reduced with proper
positioning, good bandaging and splitting.
♦ Position the stretcher so that the casualty’s head and
chest is lower than his lower body and legs. About 30-cm.
difference is right. Do not do this if it will cause discomfort
to the casualty.
♦ Keep the casualty warm. Normal temperature is the
best.
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♦ Do not move the casualty more than necessary. This
does not mean movement over a distance but moving a
casualty from one stretcher to another, unnecessary lifting
or turning over when bandaging or splitting, or moving a
casualty from a sleeping bag into a casualty bag, etc.
♦ Loosen the clothing at the neck, chest and waist, if
weather permits.
♦ If the casualty is conscious, give sips of warm soup, tea,
cocoa, coffee or another available liquid, but not alcohol.
♦ The casualty should receive medical attention as soon
as possible.

Freezing Injury (Frostbite)
Frostbite is the injury of tissue caused by exposure to freezing
temperatures. Frostbite can cause the loss of limbs or other
serious, permanent injury. It is the most common injury and is
almost always preventable. It seldom occurs in individuals who
maintain adequate heat production. Frostbite is most commonly
associated with an overall body heat deficit resulting from
inadequate equipment, lack of food, lack of water, exhaustion,
injury, or a combination of such factors. The feet are most
vulnerable to serious frostbite and must receive constant
attention.
1. Prevention:
a. Dress to protect yourself. Wear sufficient clothing that is dry
and loose, or wear several layers of warm covering for
protection. In high winds, take special precautions to protect
yourself.
b. Boots and socks must not be tight. Carry extra socks and
change them whenever they become moisten.
c. Wear mittens rather than gloves and carry extra mitten
liners.
d. In extremely low temperatures, do not touch metal with
your bare skin.
e. Do not remain motionless for long periods.
f. Check feet during halts on marches.
g. Eat well and have hot drinks as frequently as possible.
h. Use the buddy system to check exposed areas, especially
during wind.
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2. Symptoms:
a. Superficial Frostbite.
This injury involves only the skin or the tissue immediately
beneath it. There is a certain amount of whiteness or a waxy
appearance around the affected area. Frost nip, a superficial
frostbite that usually affects the nose, face or ears, appears as
a small patch of white on the skin.
After re-warming, the frostbitten area will first be numb,
mottled blue or purple and then will swell, sting and burn for
some time. In more severe cases, blisters will occur within 24
to 36 hours beneath the outer layer of the skin. These will
slowly dry up and become hard and black in about 2 weeks.
Generally, swelling of the injured area will subside if the
casualty stays in bed or at complete rest. It will last much
longer if the victim refuses to cooperate. Throbbing, aching
and burning of the injured part may persist for several weeks,
depending on the severity of the exposure. After the swelling
finally disappears, the skin will peel and remain red, tender
and extremely sensitive to even mild cold and it may perspire
abnormally for a long time.
b. Deep Frostbite.
This is a much more serious injury. It is the skin and the
tissue immediately beneath it, but also affects the deep tissue
(including the bone). Large blisters usually accompany it. In
marked contrast to superficial frostbite, these blisters take
from 3 days to a week to develop. Swelling of the entire hand
or foot will take place and may last for a month or more.
During this period of swelling, there may be marked limitation
of mobility of the injured area(s), and blue, violet or gray (the
worst) discoloration takes place after the first 2 days. Aching,
throbbing and shooting pains may be experienced for as long
as 2 to 8 weeks.
3. Treatment:
a. For frost nip on the face, place a hand or warm piece of
clothing over the affected area. Do not rub.
b. Cold hands can be re-warmed by placing them in the
victim’s armpits or crotch. Cold feet can be placed against
another person’s stomach.
c. Remove wet or constricting clothing and protect the
extremity from further injury with blankets or any other dry
material.
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d. Smoking, drinking alcohol, and/or applying salves or
ointments are strictly forbidden.
e. For anything other than superficial frostbite, place the
victim in a shelter to prevent further injury. No attempt should
be made to thaw the frozen part – MEDEVAC immediately. If
thawing has occurred, the victim should be considered a litter
patient.
f. Follow the 15-minute rule: If the extremities can not be rewarmed within 15 minutes (i.e., capillaries refill, feeling
returns, toes and fingers begin to move), the victim must be
treated as a deep frostbite casualty. Evacuate the casualty,
taking care to keep the affected part(s) warm as warming was
started during the 15-minute effort.

4.

MEDEVAC PROCEDURES

Introduction
To know the Medical Evacuation (MEDEVAC) procedures is of
vital importance for all the personnel of SEEBRIG’s Forces.
A correct use of procedures could safe many lives. The most
important points are to remain calm and use common sense.
This short guide is intended as an emergency reference.
The tactical situation and the expertise of the personnel on the
spot may influence treatment and medical evacuation decisions.
The four priority life-saving steps in medical evacuation are:
a. Rescue of wounded (s).
b. Execute quick and correct first aid.
c. Request MEDEVAC with correct procedures.
d. Communicate the final report

Procedures
1. Wound’s location secured.
a. Start to execute first aid and request by radio or by
telephone the presence of a doctor and medical evacuation by
ground ambulance.
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b. Depending on the distance from the nearest ROLE 1 and
from the medical conditions of the patient(s) request a Medical
Evacuation by helicopter using the MEDEVAC Report by
radio, telephone, fax or e-mail,
c. When MEDEVAC is confirmed:
♦ Presence of warring factions (Regular and NonRegular) factions should be notified.
♦ Helicopter Landing Stripe (HLS) should be marked (in
darkness to be lit).
♦ HLS has to be secured.
♦ Direct radio communication between HLS and Battalion
HQ should be established.
♦ After the departure from the HLS, Senior Officer or NCO
will ensure notification to SEEBRIG HQ on the spot.
Departure report should include:
• Date-Time-Group (DTG).
• Number of patients on board.
• Number of additional passengers.
• Destination.
♦ Senior Medical Officer on the spot contacts the
destination hospital (or airport for aero-medical evacuation
to Home Country) and informs about the casualty’s status.
2. Wound’s location not secured.
a. Rescue the victim(s) from the wound’s location to the
closest safety location.
b. Start to execute first aid and, if necessary, to request the
intervention of the Rapid Reaction Group (RRG) plus the
presence of a doctor and medical evacuation by ground
ambulance.
c. Depending on the distance from the nearest ROLE 1 and
from the medical conditions of the patient(s) request a Medical
Evacuation by helicopter using the MEDEVAC Report by
radio, telephone, fax or e-mail.
When MEDEVAC is confirmed:
♦ Presence of warring factions (Regular and NonRegular) factions should be notified.
♦ Helicopter Landing Stripe (HLS) should be marked (in
darkness to be lit).
♦ HLS has to be secured.
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♦ Direct radio communication between HLS and Battalion
HQ should be established.
d. After the departure from the HLS, Senior Officer or NCO
will ensure notification to SEEBRIG HQ on the spot.
Departure report should include:
♦ Date-Time-Group (DTG).
♦ Number of patients on board.
♦ Number of additional passengers.
♦ Destination.
e. Senior Medical Officer on the spot contacts the destination
hospital (or airport for aero-medical evacuation to Home
Country) and informs about the casualty’s status.
Annexes:
A. Medical Flow – Charts.
B. Reports.
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Annex A to
Medical Evacuation

MEDICAL FLOW - CHARTS

POINT OF WOUNDED
DEPENDING ON THE
CONDITIONS OF THE
WOUNDED/SICK COULD BE
IMMEDIATELY REQUESTED THE
MEDICAL EVACUATION BY
HELICOPTER

EVACUATION BY GROUND
AMBULANCE, IN CASE
HELICOPTER LANDING STRIPE
IS NOT SURE

AEROMEDICAL EVACUATION
BY HELICOPTER TO THE
CLOSEST CIVILIAN OR
MILITARY MEDICAL FACILITY
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Annex B to
Medical Evacuation

REPORTS
This section will discuss:
1. The principles of issuing a report.
2. The conceivable types of reports and their content.
Principles
1. Accurate and checked statement of facts only.
2. Unclear observations should be cross- checked.
3. Clear and concise content, avoiding ambiguity.
4. Count (planes, vehicles and the number of people).
Type of Reports: (general, varies in any Area of Operations!)
1. Activity forecast, vehicle movement.
2. Warning report.
3. Situation report Ground incursion; Shooting; Firing- close- toOP/ Posn report.
4. Air activity report.
5. BCW chemical incident report, successive report.
Type of Requests
1. MEDEVAC/ CASEVAC.
2. Supply request.
Contents of reports:

OPERATION/EXERCISE
MEDICAL EVACUATION REQUEST
MEDEVAC
DATE ____________
LINE 1: (LOCATION OF THE PICK-UP SITE)
LINE 2: (RADIO FREQUENCY) (CALL SIGN)
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LINE 3: (NUMBER OF PATIENTS BY PRECEDENCE)
LINE 4: (SPECIAL EQUIPMENT REQUIRED)
LINE 5: (NUMBER OF PATIENTS BY TYPE)
-

(LITTER)
(AMBULATORY)

LINE 6: (NUMBER AND TYPE FOR WOUND)
-

(INJURED)
(ILLNESS)

LINE 7: (METHOD OF MARKING PICK-UP SITES)
LINE 8: (PATIENT NATIONALITY AND STATUS)
LINE 9:
LINE 10:
P.O.C

(TERRAIN DESCRIPTION)
(ADDITIONAL INFORMATION)
(NAME AND SURNAME),
(RANK),
(OTHER).
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5.

CONVERSION FACTORS

1. Length:
Centimeters – cm x 0.394 = Inches
Feet – ft x 30.48 = Centimeters
Feet – ft x. 3048 = Meters
Inches – in x 2.540 = Centimeters
Meters – m x 3.281 = Feet
Meters – m x 39.37 = Inches
Meters – m x 1.094 = Yards
2. Volume:
Cubic Centimeters – cu cm x 0.06102 = Cubic inches
Cubic Feet – cu ft x 28320 = Cubic centimeters
Cubic Feet – cu ft x 7.481 = Gallons
Cubic Inches – cu in x 16.39 = Cubic Centimeters
Gallons – gal x 8.322 = Pounds of water
Liters – 1 x 0.2642 = Gallons
Quart – 1 x 1.13 = Liters
3. Temperature:
Degrees Celsius – (degrees Celsius x 9/5) + 32= degrees
Fahrenheit
Degrees Fahrenheit – (degrees Fahrenheit - 32) x 5/9=
degrees Celsius
4. Weight:
Kilograms – kg x 2.205 = pounds
Pounds – 1b x 453.6 = grams
1 ounce = 28.35 grams
1/8 ounce = 3.54 grams
5. Light:
Lux x 0.929 = Foot candle
Candles/Square Meter x 0.2918 = Foot Lambert
6. Areas Measures (Metric):
100 square millimeters
= 1 sq. centimeter
10,000 square centimeters = 1 sq. meter = 1,000,000 sq
millimeters
100 square meters = 1 are (a)
100 area = 1 hectare (ha) = 10,000 sq meters
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100 hectares = 1 sq kilometer = 1,000,000 sq meters
7. Areas Measures (U.S):
144 square inches = 1 sq ft
9 square feet = 1 sq. yd = 1,296 sq in
30 ¼ square yards = 1 sq rd = 272 1/4 sq ft
160 sq rods = 1 acre = 4,840 sq yds = 43,560 sq ft
640 acres = 1 sq. mi
1 mile square = 1 section (of land)
6 miles square = 1 township = 36 sections = 36 sq mi.
8. Cubic Measures (U.S):
1,728 cubic inches = 1 cu ft
27 cubic feet = 1 cu yd
9. Liquid Measures (U.S):
When necessary to distinguish the liquid pint or quart from
the dry pint or quart, the word “liquid” or the abbreviation “liq”
should be used in combination with the name or abbreviation
of the liquid unit.
4 gills (gi) = 1 pint (pt) (=28.875 cu in.)
2 pints = 1 quart (qt) (=57.75 cu in.)
4 quarts = 1 gal (=231 cu in.) = 128 fl oz = 1,024 fl drs

10. Apothecaries Fluid Measure:
60 minims (min.) = 1 fluid dram (fl dr) (= 0.2256 cu in.)
8 fluid drams = 1 fluid ounce (fl oz) (=1.8047 cu in.)
16 fluid ounces = 1 pt (=28.875 cu in.) = 128 fl drs
2 pints = 1 qt (=57.75 cu in.) = 32 fl oz = 256 fl drs
4 quarts = 1 gal (= 231 cu in.) = 128 fl oz = 1,024 fl drs
11. Dry Measures:
When necessary to distinguish the dry pint of quart from the
pint of quart; the word “dry” should be used in combination with
the name or abbreviation of the unit.
2 pints = 1 qu (= 67.2006 cu in.)
8 quarts = 1 peck (pk) (= 537.605 cu in.) = 16 pts
4 pecks = 1 bushel (bu) (= 2,150.42 cu in.) = 32 qts
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Intentionally Blank
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CHAPTER 7

CIMIC

1.

CIMIC CONCEPT

General
The United Nations (UN) Secretary General will appoint a
Special Representative (SRSG) to be the overall co-ordinator for
the Peace Support Operations (Conflict Prevention, Peace
Keeping, Peace Making, Peace Building and Humanitarian
Operations), where, SEEBRIG will be a part of. If the Brigade
receives an OSCE mandate this organization will designate a
Special Representative for missions coordination into the
“Theatre”. The SRSG’s role is to provide leadership and coordination of policy and operational objectives for the mission,
while respecting the existence of on-going efforts and mandates.
The SRSG will provide a mission plan in order to harmonize the
operational objectives of the political, military and humanitarian
components of the mission. The mission plan should not only
specify operational objectives but also the centers of gravity, main
efforts and those conditions, which define the desired End-State.
It should also include those mechanisms, required for detailed coordination of all involved organizations and agencies, in order to
ensure unity of purpose and effort.

Definition and Aim
Definition
Civil-Military Co-operation (CIMIC) is representing all actions,
resources and measures under any circumstances (peace,
tension, crisis or mission), that concern the organized relationship
among the COMSEEBRIG and the national authorities and civil
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populations in an area, where, the Brigade is located or planned
to be stationed, supported or employed. Such arrangements and
activities could also include co-operation, co-ordination and
liaison with international, national and non-governmental
organizations and agencies.
Aim
The purpose of the CIMIC activity is to support the SEEBRIG’s
relationship with civil authorities and the civilian population, to
promote mission legitimacy and to enhance military effectiveness.
CIMIC reflects SEEBRIG’s broad approach to security,
promotion of consent and impartiality and is concerned with the
support of its own operational tasks, the improvement of the civil
situation and the assistance of humanitarian efforts. It is the
function of the CIMIC branch to provide the COMSEEBRIG with
the formal interface between the brigade and the civilian
environment, to act as a negotiator between military forces and
civilian authorities and as a facilitator for the achievement of the
civil aspects of the implementation plan. The timely and effective
co-ordination of military activities with those of the civilian
agencies is essential for success. Co-ordination can only be
achieved by consultation, as these agencies have permanent
mandate and agenda that may compete with each other. Cooperation arrangements should be supported by extensive liaison
with all the agencies and organizations involved.
The less formal, but equally important role, of improving
community relations with the local population, is the responsibility
of all members of SEEBRIG.

Main Principles of CIMIC
Command direction
The direction of CIMIC activities is a Commander’s
responsibility. As with many supporting functions, CIMIC effort
needs to be accurately focused to achieve maximum effect in the
view of the desired end-state and with special attention to
maintain consent, impartiality and force protection.
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Economy of effort
SEEBRIG’s CIMIC activities will be carried out in
circumstances where the civil population faces an inadequate
infrastructure and widespread shortages of essential goods and
services. The brigade’s resources are finite and care must be
taken to preserve military capability.
Humanitarian considerations
In addition to international legal requirements, CIMIC should
always seek, within the constraints of the mission, to reduce the
effect of the military operation and to enhance the conditions for
civilians. Consequently, the inherent dignity and other human
rights of individuals and groups must be respected and – within
the limitations of ROE and respective laws - protected.
Transparency
The successful conduct of CIMIC activities depends on a
transparent co-operation of all parties involved. The perceptions
of the concerned civilians - but also factions - are critical to
continue co-operation and success in the view of the mission, and
must be understood and taken into account during planning and
action.
In this respect, the considerations of all relevant aspects will
help to ensure that perceptions are accurate and promote positive
attitudes, emotions, opinions and behavior towards SEEBRIG.
Cultural awareness
SEEBRIG must acquire an in depth knowledge of local culture
customs and laws. A sustained sensitivity towards the civil
customs is of paramount importance during the entire mission. A
“Code of Conduct” is to be established during the missions.
Liaison
The cultural and structural differences between military and
civilian require an investment in time and understanding to
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overcome. Most civilians, with whom SEEBRIG will deal, to a
large extent, pursue their own priorities.
Indeed, some may take the view that co-operation and
independence are mutually exclusive. The key to alleviate these
difficulties is to maintain open and constant liaison.

Functions
General
CIMIC covers a wide range of activity from sustaining life to
restoring civil government. For doctrinal purposes, however,
CIMIC functions can be divided into “Out of Theatre” and “In
Theatre” functions.
Out of Theatre (mainly in the pre-deployment phase)
CIMIC staff is preparing SEEBRIG’ personnel to deal with
civilian conditions in possible Area of Operations but also
agreements (Guidelines, Standing Operating Procedures and
others) with respective authorities and organizations, in order to
establish a close co-ordination.
In Theatre
1. Operational phase.
CIMIC staff will secure effective Civil-Military Co-operation in
execution of the overall mission plan and Commander’s directives
in close co-operation and co-ordination with the
“UN
Humanitarian Co-ordinator” (HUMCOO) or respective Lead
Agency.
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A possible Civil-Military command, co-operation and control in
a Complex Emergency Response is shown into the below
diagram.

SRSG

HUM COO/
Lead Agency

Force / Bde
COM

HUMANITARIAN
ORGANISATION

CIMIC
CENTRE

G5

G3

• Limitations
Capabilities

HUMANITARIAN
FIELD ORG’s

• Operational
Control

UNITS

LEGEND:
Command
Co-ordination
Co-operation

Figure 7-1. Civil-Military Command, Cooperation and control
2. Transition phase.
CIMIC staff will prepare plans to co-ordinate redeployment and
transfer of authority, as the military operation is going to reach the
mission’ “End State”, and the civilian authorities or international
organizations are going to take a more active role.

Specific Tasks
Planning
Civil-Military efforts should be brought into an advantageous
symbiosis. Plans should include time phasing of resources
prioritizing resource expenditures. Services provided to civilians
should be clearly articulated and included in the plan.
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Communication
Effective and constant communication is one of CIMIC’s
fundamental functions. In many situations there will be little or no
public communications infrastructure, road, rail, and air transport.
They will be infrequent and dangerous and many civilian
organizations will be reluctant to enter military establishments.
Nevertheless, without communications at every level of
command effective co-operation is impossible. CIMIC should
both provide and keep open the means to communicate, within
the operational capabilities. Measures may include the
establishment of easily accessible CIMIC Centers, the exchange
of Liaison Officers, regular meetings, the provision of interpreters
and use of compatible communications equipment.
Information
CIMIC works also as a Civil-Military information exchange. It
provides guidance and information to Commanders and Staff with
update information on civilian organizations and population and
vice versa; but timing content and audience must be widely coordinated to support the overall aim as well as SEEBRIG’s
operational tasks.
Co-ordination
Despite good liaison it is inevitable that conflict will arise
between the military civilian sides of a co-operative venture., due
to differing in motives and cultures, CIMIC’s function is to enable
proper co-ordination of activity between the two to avoid such
conflict. Practical measures can be taken (i. e. collocation of HQs
with key civilian organizations or the creation of common
boundaries) but they will not always be acceptable.
Assessment
Commanders need to know, how their troops and their
operations are viewed from the civilian perspective. CIMIC
functions as the Commander’s eyes and ears – in conjunction
with G 2 - and in this regard, it provides continual assessment of
civilian perceptions.
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Organization and Responsibilities
General
The G5/CIMIC organization is specifically responsible for:
1. Advising the commanders on all CIMIC matters.
Assisting the commanders in obtaining civilian and military
support for military peace support operations.
Assisting the commanders in the discharge of their obligations
towards the civilian population, which stem from international
law, treaties, and agreements.
2. Supporting SEEBRIG’s objectives and policies.
The Brigade’s CIMIC Section
The brigade’s CIMIC Section is principally (according to the
security situation) working at 2 locations:
- The main staff at the HQ.
- The detachment CIMIC officers at the CIMIC Center (when
this Center will be established by the Higher Command),
operating outside the HQ in the civilian environment.
1. The CIMIC Staff (details are specified in Appendix G to
SEEBRIG DIR 3-1).
2. The CIMIC Center.
The CIMIC Center is the location specially designed for the
interface between the civilian environment and the military forces
deployed into the “Theatre”.
a. Its personnel are mainly consisting of civilians under the
co-ordinating control of the Humanitarian Co-ordinator/ Lead
Agency in charge of the humanitarian part of the overall
mission plan.
b. The attached G5 Off/ CIMIC Center is to advise the
Humanitarian Co-ordinator/ Lead Agency on the capabilities
and limitations of the brigade in assisting civilian requirements
and acts as an interface to the G5/OpsOff.
c. The CIMIC Center is neither a unit nor an organization; it is
a capability provided by the G5 that facilitates access to
civilian agencies and non-military organizations participating
in, or having a peripheral interest in the PSOs. It co-ordinates
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and facilitates the SEEBRIG force military operations with
those of GOs, IOs, NGOs, PVOs, Host Nation Agencies and
Host Nation Authorities.
d. The number of CIMIC Center’s and locations, will vary,
dependent upon the nature and location of the specific PSOs
and the requirements of each Led Command echelon. A
possible example of a CIMIC Center structure is shown on this
page.

THEATRE HEADQUARTERS
OPS

INTEL

PSYCHOLOGICAL
OPERATIONS

CIVIL AFFAIRS

LEGAL

CIMIC CENTER

OTHERS

PUBLIC
INFO
UNITED NATIONS
OR OSCE
HUMANITARIAN
ORGANISATIONS

Figure 7-2. CIMIC Center
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Additional tasks
These are tasks at the discretion of the Commanders and will
be affected by the resources available, time available, troops
safety and whether the Force can remain impartial by completing
the mission.

Functional Organizations
A possible “Functional Organization” of Civil – Military Cooperation is shown in the below diagram.

Figure 7-3. Functional Organization of CIMIC
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2.

BRIGADE (JOINT) MILITARY
COMMISSIONS

Purpose
The aim of the establishing the Brigade Military Commission
(BMC) is to support the implementation of the military terms of the
Agreement signed between belligerents in an AOR, where
SEEBRIG is deployed. The commission is established with the
deployment of PFOR and is to serve as a forum for the
stabilization of the lines of confrontation.

General
BMC represents a link into the Joint Military Commissions
(JMCs), which are established on the “Theatre”. JMCs represent
the Peacekeeping Force, belligerent’s representatives and
representatives from different IOs, NGOs at each level of
command. Joint Military Commissions are the mechanisms by
which PFOR interfaces with the Civil and Military Authorities in
the “Theatre”. PFOR will use the JMC as a tool to issue
instructions, and ensure compliance with the agreed upon peace
plan. The JMC’ structure is designated that decisions made at the
highest level can be disseminated through the subordinate
committees to the lowest level. The level for PFOR is High Joint
Military Commission (HJMC), the level for Land Component
Command (LCC), the level for SEEBRIG is Brigade Military
Commission (BMC) and for its subordinate units Battalion Level
Military Commission (BLMC). Conversely, issues that can not be
dealt with, at a local level can be passed through the chain of
command to be addressed at the higher committees. It is
important that these commissions are set up as quickly as
possible within Area of Operation, so as to help restoration of
normality. The structure, tasks and regular meeting of these
commissions (Brigade and battalion level) are presented bellow:
1. Brigade Military Commission (BMC).
a. Members:
♦ COMSEEBRIG.
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♦ Chief of Staff.
♦ Chief G5.
♦ Chief PIO.
♦ Military and civilian local authority representatives
from SEEBRIG AOR.
♦ Representatives of IOs, NGOs, UNHCR, ICRC, other
organisations from SEEBRIG AOR.
b. Tasks:
♦ Execution of JMC policy at Brigade level in AOR.
♦ Negotiating forum between civil, military authorities
and PFOR at Brigade level.
♦ Trouble shooting in areas where JMC policy is not
being followed.
c. Meetings:
Once a week, and whenever required. Normally, at HQ
SEEBRIG, although may travel to trouble spots as
necessary.
2. Battalion Level Military Commission (BLMC).
a. Members:
♦ Bn Commander.
♦ Chief S1.
♦ Chief S3.
♦ Representatives of local authorities and local military
commanders.
♦ Representatives of IOs, NGOs, from Bn AOR.
b. Tasks:
♦ Negotiating
forum
between
local
military
commanders, civil authorities and PFOR for issues of
purely local importance.
♦ May be tasked by SMC to examine specific issues
where SMC participation would be necessary.
c. Meetings:
Regular and frequent as decided by Bn Commander
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3.

REPORTING

In terms of Civil – Military Co-operation, the following reports
are to be submitted to the HQ SEEBRIG, by all subordinates
units:
1. Civil Military Operations Report (CMOREP).
2. Civil Military Operations Estimate.
3. CIMIC Area Survey.
Reports will be submitted by the transmission means
necessary to reach the HQ, by the time required. Preferred
method is in written form (message, signal or document).
However, reports may be submitted verbally via radio or
telephone when the situation requires it.
These reports could be found in the CIMIC SOP 501, Annex
D, Appendixes 1, 2 and 3.

4.

CODE OF CONDUCT

The code of conduct is drafted in line with the guiding
principles and provides guidance to the SEEBRIG’ military
personnel engaged in Peace Support Operations. A resolute,
calm, non-aggressive attitude, careful management of assigned
equipment, correct behavior towards the population, the
belligerents, the authorities and the press may help, often
decisively, to stabilize the situation, relieve tension and create a
climate of national and international consent in regards to the
contingent.

Local Population
This term identifies all the people who live in the Area of
Operations but do not actively participate in armed action. All
SEBRIG personnel should respect the following rules:
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1. Take into accounts local usage and customs. What we
consider usual or unusual is not so necessarily for people of
different cultures or religions.
2. Respect the local population and its property.
3. Be friendly, but at the same time do not establish too close
social relations.
4. Be sincere. Keep the population constantly informed of
your tasks.
5. Be impartial. Absolutely avoid expressing judgements on
the belligerents.
6. Be resolute and determined.
7. Do not react to verbal and physical provocation.
8. Resolve disputes with the population by calling the local
police (or the UN police).
9. Do not let the local population enter or circulate within the
contingent quarters.
10. Ascertain at all times that UN badges are clearly visible on
uniforms and equipment.
11. Report any violations you may witness to your superiors.

Belligerents
The behavior of the SEEBRIG personnel towards the
belligerents is critical to the success of the mission.
In particular, impartial behavior towards the belligerents helps:
1. To reduce mutual aggressiveness.
2. To prevent any hostile actions.
3. To protect the population.
4. In this way:
a. Avoid any actions, which may benefit one side or the
other.
b. Be credible. Do not threaten to do something you
cannot actually do.
c. Act in a resolute way. Both belligerents are watching
and want to test your determination.
d. Do not act suspiciously. Clearly explain what you are
doing and why.
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e. Set a good example by always behaving in a correct
and disciplined way.
f. Be fair, behave yourself in compliance with your
mandate.

The Mass Media
A co-operative and frank attitude towards the media is
recommended. Relations with the media should be governed by
the need to protect classified information and by common sense.
The media looks for information where they can find it and the
SEEBRIG Units are the most appropriate source of information
on the questions falling within its jurisdiction.
1. Speak only about what you know and are possible for.
2. Report facts and do not make personnel comments.
3. Do not criticize.
4. Do not answer hypothetical questions.
5. Be frank and honest, but do not express concepts that
could jeopardize the success of the mission.
6. “Do to the media as you would have them do to you”.

Conclusion
The following guiding principles, regarding the Peacekeeper’s
Code of Conduct, should be respected, accordingly:
Impartiality
The credibility of the military forces deployed under UN
mandate is based on its assurance of impartiality. Therefore, the
SEEBRIG personnel must be impartial and fair and must not favor
one party over the other.
Politeness in the behavior against civilian people
At the beginning, creating confidence in the civilians is very
important in terms of the success of PSO. Along with impartiality,
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avoiding humiliation and tailored politeness in the behavior must
be also taken into consideration very seriously by the SEEBRIG’
Units. Commanders at all level must train their soldiers about how
they must behave against civilians. This must be one of the
training subjects and objectives of the Units.
Integrity
This means honesty and openness in one’s dealings. Some
examples of this are that the peacekeeper should not accept any
gifts, or favors, or money from sources outside the units, and
should always keep to the law and police regulations of the Host
State.
Loyalty
The SEEBRIG personnel must be loyal to the aims and goals
of the PSO. Private or national interests should be subordinate to
those of the UN mandate.
Independence
This means that the SEEBRIG personnel should refrain from
all kinds of political activity and should not look for, or accept,
instructions from any government or from any authority other than
their Commanders.
Cultural awareness
SEEBRIG personnel will experience a certain degree of the
new cultural environment upon arrival in the mission area. It’s
important to learn the social rules, the customs, the religious
beliefs, history etc., and the work practices of the people of the
country. It is necessary to acknowledge the fact that the
SEEBRIG personnel are strangers in a foreign country, where
they are considered to be guests. They should always exercise
tact, courtesy and restraint when dealing with the host population,
and work towards winning the trust and respect of all parties to
the conflict and reinforcing the credibility of the SEEBRIG in the
country.
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Personal habits
During a tour of duty, SEEBRIG personnel are likely to
encounter such things as personal threats, boredom and
monotony, lack of privacy, the strain of strict discipline and
perhaps an unpleasant climate and environment. In order to
counter this, certain things should be observed. The SEEBRIG
personnel should be always punctual and mentally prepared to
start his/her daily work. Although he/she is living in the field where
accommodation may not be on the satisfactory level, he/she
should not allow negligence concerning their dress and
appearance to deteriorate. Good manners and a sense of humor
are very important. Alcohol should not be drunk whilst on duty
and drinking during off duty periods should be strictly limited. The
peacekeeper must stay away from drugs and also be aware of
the risk of sexually transmitted diseases, such as AIDS.
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CHAPTER 8

COMMUNICATIONS AND
INFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)
1.

INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATIONS

Aim
The aim of this chapter is to explain the requirements for
SEEBRIG in order to have robust, reliable, flexible Command,
Control, Communications and Information (C3I) System for Peace
Support Operations (PSOs) and other authorised missions.

Subject to the provisions of the paragraph:
The Peace Support tasks of the SEEBRIG Force within the
area of operation require an efficient signal system.
The SEEBRIG PSOs shall have authority to install and
operate radio sending and receiving stations, as well as satellite
systems to connect appropriate points within the territory of host
countries, and to exchange traffic data with the SEEBRIG telecommunications network.
The telecommunications services shall be operated in
accordance
with
the
International
Telecommunications
Convention and Regulations, and the frequencies at which any
such stations may be operated, shall be decided upon and in
cooperation with the Government and shall be communicated by
SEEBRIG to the International Frequency Registration Board.
The SEEBRIG PSO shall enjoy, within the territory of the
host country, the right to unrestricted communication by radio
(including satellite, mobile and hand-held), telephone, telegraph,
facsimile or any other means. Establishing the necessary facilities
for maintaining such communication within and between premises
of the PSOs, including the laying of cables and land lines and the
setting of fixed and mobile radio sending, receiving and repeater
stations should be permitted without restrictions also.
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Connections with the local systems of telegraphs, telex and
telephones will be charged at the most favorable rate.
The SEEBRIG PSOs may make arrangements, through its
own facilities, for the processing and transport of private mail
addressed to or emanating from members of the SEEBRIG
PSOs.
The Government shall be informed of the nature of such
arrangements and shall not interfere or apply censorship to the
mail of the SEEBRIG PSO or its members.
In the event that postal arrangements applying to private mail
of members of the SEEBRIG PSOs are extended to transfer of
currency or the transport of packages and parcels, the conditions
under which such operations are conducted, shall be agreed with
the Government.
For various reasons, the nature of the assignment can be
entirely specific to duties with SEEBRIG and, essentially, different
from normal military procedure. This calls for more stringent
control from senior headquarters over subordinate units, than
what is normal practice.
Field Service Officers will operate the telecommunications
service between SEEBRIG HQ and PMSC or other higher HQs.
The Peacekeeping Force assists in providing and
maintaining equipment needed for telephone communication from
its headquarters to contingents and between contingents, if such
assistance is required, and equipment cannot be provided by the
contingents.

Peacekeeping Force responsibilities
The Peacekeeping Force assists in allocation and
maintenance of equipment needed for radio communication from
SEEBRIG HQ to the subordinated headquarters.
Special radio equipment may be authorized by the Force for
communication with outposts or for patrols where normal
contingent equipment is inadequate for the task.
Units may use their national language on communications
nets within their own subordinate units. On SEEBRIG
communications nets the official language is – English.
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2. PROCEDURES FOR RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS
Preparing the set for Operation
1. Make sure that there is a power source, that it is sufficient and
ensure correct connection to the radio set.
2. Check the antenna and all cable assemblies, ensuring tight
and correct connection to the set.
3. Connect the audio accessories and check proper operation of
function switches.

Transmitting, General Instructions
1. Decide what you are going to say, ensuring that it will be clear
and brief.
2. Make sure no one else is speaking on the net, when you start.
3. Remember to divide your message into sensible phrases,
make pauses and maintain a natural rhythm to your speech.
4. Avoid excessive calling and unofficial transmissions.
5. Use standard pronunciation. Emphasize vowels sufficiently.
Avoid extreme pitch, speak in a moderately strong voice, do not
shout.
6. Keep a distance about 5 cm between the microphone and
your lips. Shield your microphone from background noises.
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Phonetics
The following International Phonetic Alphabet shall be used:
Letter
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R
S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

Phonetic
Equivalent
ALFA
BRAVO
CHARLIE
DELTA
ECHO
FOXTROT
GOLF
HOTEL
INDIA
JULIET
KILO
LIMA
MIKE
NOVEMBER
OSCAR
PAPA
QUEBEC
ROMEO
SIERRA
TANGO
UNIFORM
VICTOR
WHISKEY
XRAY
YANKEE
ZULU

Numeral

Spoken as

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
…

ZERO
WUN
TOO
THU-REE
FO-WER
FI-YIV
SIX
SEVEN
ATE
NINER
…

Examples:
12
44
90
136
500
7000
1478
19A

TWELVE
FO-WER FO-WER
NINER ZERO
WUN THUH-REE SIX
FI-YIV HUNDRED
SEVEN THOUSAND
WUN FO-WER SEVEN ATE
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Procedure Words
The following is the list of most common prowords (except
precedence prowords) to be used and their meanings:
PROWORD
ACKNOWLEDGE

MEANING
Confirm that you have received my
message and will comply. (WILCO)
Yes/Correct
No/Incorrect
Everything that you (I) transmitted
after… (keyword)

AFFIRMATIVE
NEGATIVE
ALL AFTER……

ALL BEFORE……
CORRECT (THAT IS
CORRECT)
CORRECTION

WRONG

DISREGARD THIS
TRANSMISSION-OUT

Everything that you (I) transmitted
before… (keyword)
What you have transmitted is
correct, you are correct.
• An error has been made in this
transmission. It will continue
with the last word (group)
correctly transmitted.
• An error has been made in this
transmission. The correct
version is…
• That which follows is a correct
version in answer to your
request for verification.
Your last transmission was
incorrect.
The correct version is……..
This transmission is an error.
Disregard it. (This proword shall not
be used to cancel any message
that has already been completely
transmitted and for which receipt of
acknowledgement has been
received.)
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PROWORD
DO NOT ANSWER-OUT

SILENCE-SILENCESILENCE!
SILENCE LIFTED
END OF MESSAGE-OVER
(OUT)

END OF TEXT

FETCH……!
…..SPEAKING
FIGURES

FROM

TO

THIS IS…..

MEANING
Station(s) called are not to answer
this call, acknowledge this
message, or otherwise to transmit
in connection with this transmission
Cease all transmissions on this net
immediately. Will be maintained
until lifted.
Silence is lifted. The net is free for
traffic.
This concludes the message just
transmitted (and the message
instructions pertaining to a formal
message.)
The textual part of a formal
message ends. Stand by for the
message instructions immediately
following.
I wish to speak on the radio to that
person (appointment title).
Requested person is using the
radio by himself
Numerals of numbers will
follow,(This proword is not used
with the call signs, time definitions,
grid references, bearings,
distances, etc., especially in fixedform reports.)
THIS IS
The originator of this formal
message is indicated by the
address designation following
immediately.
The addressees whose
designations will immediately follow
are to take action on this formal
message.
This transmission is from the
station whose designation
immediately follows.
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PROWORD
MESSAGE
MESSAGE FOLLOWS
OVER

OUT

OUT TO YOUREAD BACK!

I READ BACK
SAY AGAIN

I SAY AGAIN
SEND!
SEND YOUR MESSAGE!
……SPEAK SLOWER

I SPELL

RELAY TO…..

MEANING
I have an informal message for you.
A formal message, which requires
recording, is about to follow.
This is the end of my turn of
transmitting. A response is
expected. Go ahead, transmit.
This is the end of my transmission
to you. No answer or
acknowledgement is expected
Do not answer, I have nothing more
for you, I shall now call some other
station on the net.
Repeat the entire following
transmission back to me exactly as
received.
The following is my reply to your
request to read back.
Repeat all of your last transmission.
Followed by identification data
ALL AFTER, ALL BEFORE, WORD
AFTER, WORD BEFORE it means:
Repeat……..(portion indicated)
I am repeating my transmission or
portion indicated.
Go ahead with your transmission.
Go ahead transmit: I am ready to
copy
Reduce the speed of your
transmission. (Normally used in
connection with request for
repetition.)
I shall spell the next word, group or
equivalent phonetically. (Not used
when transmitting coded groups
only.)
Transmit the following message to
all addressees or to the address
designation immediately following.
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PROWORD
RELAY THROUGH
THROUGH ME

MESSAGE PASSED TO…..
ROGER
ROGER SO FAR?
WILCO

UNKNOWN STATION

VERIFY

I VERIFY

WAIT (WAIT-WAIT)
WAIT- OUT

MEANING
Send this message by way of call
sign.
I am in contact with the station you
are calling. I can act as a relay
station.
Your message has been passed
to…….
I have received your last
transmission satisfactorily.
Have you received this part of my
message satisfactorily?
I have received your message,
understand it and will comply. (To
be used only by the addressee.)
ROGER and WILCO are never
used together.
The identity of the station calling or
with whom I am attempting to
establish communication is
unknown.
Verify entire message (or portion
indicated) with the originator and
send correct version. To be used
only at discretion of or by the
addressee to which the questioned
message was directed.
That which follows has been
verified at your request and is
repeated. To be used only as reply
to VERIFY.
I must pause for a few seconds.
I must pause longer than some
seconds must, and I will call you
again when ready.
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PROWORD
WORD AFTER….

MEANING
The word of the message to which I
have referred is that which
follows….
The word of the message to which I
have referred is that which
precedes…
Communication is difficult. Transmit
(ing) each phrase (group) twice.
This proword can be used as an
order, request or as information.

WORD BEFORE……

WORDS TWICE

Example of Conversation
The proword THIS IS or FROM is used to indicate the calling
station.
ALFA-THIS IS CHARLIE-MESSAGE-OVER.
FROM ALFA-SEND-OVER.
THIS IS CHARLIE - WATCH FOR FALLEN ROCKS ON
ROAD BIRKET - I SPELL - BRAVO INDIA ROMEO KILO ECHO
TANGO – BIRKET - OVER.
FROM ALFA – WILCO - OUT.

Report of Reception
The following phrases are for use when initiating and answering
queries concerning signal strength and readability.
RADIO CHECK What are my signal strength and readability
how do you read me?
YOU ARE
Your signal strength and readability are as
follows…….
(I READ YOU)
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Reports of signal strength
LOUD
GOOD
WEAK
VERY WEAK
NOTHING HEARD

Your signal is strong.
Your signal is good.
I can hear you only with difficulty.
I can hear you only with great difficulty.
I cannot hear you at all.

Report of signal readability
CLEAR
READABLE

Excellent quality.
Good quality. No difficulties in
reading you.
DISTORTED
I have trouble in reading you
WITH INTERFERENCE I have trouble in reading you due to
interference.
NOT READABLE
I can hear that you transmit, but I
cannot read you at all
Example:
52 THIS IS 11 - RADIO CHECK - OVER
THIS IS 52 - YOU ARE LOUD AND CLEAR - OVER
THIS IS 11 - YOU ARE LOUD AND CLEAR AS WELL - OUT

Formal Message
Formal message parts should be transmitted in the following
order:
1. Preliminary call.
2. Proword
MESSAGE
FOLLOWS
(SEND
YOUR
MESSAGE.)
3. Abbreviated call with relay and transmission instructions, if
any (RED BACK, RELAY TO, etc.)
4. Message handling order = precedence (normally one of the
following: FLASH, IMMEDIATE, PRIORITY or ROUTINE.)
5. Date and time group (140630Z Jan 2001).
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6. Proword FROM followed by originator’s call sign.
7. Proword TO followed by action addressee’s call sign.
8. Proword INFO followed by info addressee’s call sign.
9. Proword TEXT BEGINGS.
10. Security classification (normally one of the following:
UNCLASSIFIED,
RESTRICTED,
CONFIDENTIAL,
or
SECRET).
11. The originator and the number of the message.
12. The actual text.
13. Proword END OF TEXT if final instructions are to follow,
otherwise END OF MESSAGE.

3.

SIGNAL SECURITY

The very nature of a SEEBRIG PSO means that signal
security is not a matter of high priority. Normally, the need for
signal security is only between the SEEBRIG HQ and the PMSC
or higher HQ for reports, including political judgements and
assessments.
However, it should, be noted that there are not restrictions
against using signal security systems at the SEEBRIG.
It is important that operational procedures for reports etc. are
made in such a way that no involved party in a conflict can exploit
information that may have monitored on SEEBRIG’s radio nets.
Personnel operating SEEBRIG communications systems,
must have a good command of spoken English and radio voice
procedures.
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CHAPTER 9

ENGINEER

1.

GENERAL

This chapter is intended to give some information about all
SEEBRIG units and to be used in the pre-mission training and
further on, in the units mine-awareness training.
1. Any area not cleared from mines must be considered as a
minefield.
2. All located minefields are to be fenced off and marked with
visible signs with written words “MINES”, in English and local
language.
3. The belligerent parties have the full responsibilities of mine
clearing.
4. Usually, HN or HN/UN and Mineclearing NGOs will carry
out this task.
5. Only if mines/UXO pose a life threat to the units in the area,
or if the area is vital for the peacekeeping activities, SEEBRIG
units, on order by COMSEEBRIG will undertake measures to
clear or destroy mines and UXO.
6. Mechanised mine clearing shall always be followed up by
manual mine clearing by engineers.
7. Mine clearing of an area, demands the co-operation of the
forces of the belligerents.
8. All mine-clearing operations conducted by the belligerent
parties in SEEBRIG’s AOR, must be approved by
COMSEEBRIG, and be observed/monitored by SEEBRIG
engineers.
9. A cleared area has to be approved by SEEBRIG engineers
before the area can be released for use by SEEBRIG units.
10. Minefields must be cleared in accordance with
Humanitarian Standards 99,6% cleared by probing.
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2.

MINE AWARENESS

Dangerous Areas
In the mission area thousands of mines and booby-traps may
be planted indiscriminately.
You can expect that mines have been used anywhere where
fighting has taken place. e.g.:
♦ abandoned positions.
♦ dirt track roads.
♦ roadsides.
♦ pot-holes, rubble and debris on hard top roads.
♦ railways, bridges.
♦ detours around destroyed roads and bridges, fords.
♦ abandoned houses, equipment.
♦ forests, orchards and lines of bushes.
♦ military installations.
♦ key tactical terrain features.
♦ roadblocks/checkpoints.
♦ in doorways and room corners.
♦ in likely resting spots.
♦ in low ground where people might take cover.
♦ private property.
Be aware that mines can be washed away during heavy rain
or by melting snow, so they can appear anywhere.
On sandy surface, mines can be covered by more sand layers
through the wind so the first vehicle might not set off the device
when driving over it.
You also have to keep in mind that in most cases, mines and
devices are protected by anti-handling devices or booby-traps.

Indicators of Mined Areas
In most cases mines/devices are not marked in the way we
are used to from our own armed forces.
Still, there will be a number of indicators that mines could be
used in an area.e.g.:
♦ mine warning signs.
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♦ disturbed surface, loose soil scattered about an area.
♦ minecraters, damaged or cleared areas in vegetation.
♦ dead animals with blast injuries.
♦ round, regularly spaced potholes.
♦ ammunition cans.
♦ by passes or tracks around apparently good areas of
road/track.
♦ mine acessories, fuses, wrapping, packing material, clips,
pins.
♦ trip wires.
♦ abandoned vehicles, valuables and war souveniers.
♦ changes in the local movement pattern.
♦ vehicle tracks or footprints in a pattern out of the ordinary.
♦ local markings e.g. cloth tied to a fence, a can on a post,
small piles or circles of stones, rocks across a path or similar
can be used.

Where to get information about minefields
There are some sources of information you have to exploit to
stay on the safe side.e.g.:
♦ Local population.
♦ Liaison officers.
♦ Units in the area (UN or belligerent parties).
♦ Engineers.
♦ Mine Clearing/Training Units.
♦ NGO´s.
But don’t rely only on this information, use your common
sense and avoid to take unneccessary risks.

How to minimize your risk
Preparation
Prepare carefully your movements e.g. patrols, investigation or
recce teams taking these measures:
♦ collect information concerning the area.
♦ speak to local people and listen to what they tell you. Often,
what you are not told is important.
♦ observe local movement patterns before using an area.
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♦ take LO or local guide with you.
♦ prepare maps/GPS and don´t rely fully on guide.
♦ check and take radio with you.
♦ always wear personal protection equipment.
♦ take first aid kit, flag, water and rations with you.
♦ check your vehicle carefuly by before movement.
♦ make sure all your personnel is trained to assist a mine
victim, this includes first aid, radio procedure, minewarenees
and extraction of a victim from a mined incident area.
♦ always use two or more vehicles and keep at least 50 m
between vehicles.
During Movement
♦ Don´t be the first or the last on the road.
♦ Do not move about in the dark.
♦ Do not use routes that have not been verified as clear of
mines no short cuts.
♦ don´t drive off-road.
♦ drive in the center of the road.
♦ adjust speed.
♦ avoid potholes/debris.
♦ expect changes in the use of mine lying techniques .
♦ when stopping stay on the road. This also applies for to
calls of nature.
♦ look out for anything unusual.
♦ send regular location statements to your HQ.
♦ watch behaviour of LO, guide, locals or faction troops.
♦ do not look for or take souvenirs of ammunition, land mines
or UXO.
♦ do not touch trip wires or suspicious objects.
♦ on foot stay on hard surfaces and observe local movement
patterns.
♦ don´t get careless, to avoid fatigue, have regular halts.
♦ REMEMBER! Never run into an incident area.
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Behaviour in Minefields
As soon as you realize that you are in a minefield follow the so
called SANDI rule.
If you are on foot:
♦ Stop do not touch anything, warn others.
♦ Assess the hazard and look out for trip wires, fuses near
your feet.
♦ Note type of hazard, mark it on map.
♦ Don´t draw back, call for MRT. If situation demands, draw
back the same way until on safe ground by turning carefully
in own footprint and walking back exactly in own footprints.
♦ Inform your HQ, locals, other agencies and mark location.
If you are by car:
♦ Stop, stay in the car, warn others and call for help.
♦ Assess the hazard and look out for trip wires, fuses.
♦ Note type of hazard, mark it on map.
♦ Don´t draw back, call for MRT. If situation prevents waiting
for the MRT, draw back the same way until on safe
ground. If you have to get out of the car, get out through
the back or over the roof and walk back only in your vehicle
tracks.
♦ Inform your HQ, locals, other agencies and mark location.

Emergency drill
If a mine incident with casualties occurs, you have to follow
the following steps:
♦ Stop at safe distance and try to get in contact with casualty
by voice to find out what has happened and what kind of
injuries.
♦ Report to HQ and request CASEVAC.
♦ Assess the situation.
♦ Look, feel and probe your way to the victim carefully
probing angle 30º, 3 fingers apart, 1 m wide.
♦ mark your route in.
♦ if necessary clear a work area around the victim.
♦ give first aid if possible.
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♦
♦
♦
♦

get medical help.
record details of incident.
mark area.
Do not touch mines or UXO.

Probing
Probing or prodding is a method for determining if there are
any mines or objects below the surface or soil. It is a slow and
painstaking method but it is effective.
The essential points are:
♦ Identify and work from a safe area.
♦ Always lay flat when probing.
♦ Wear your protective equipment.
♦ Probe gently, do not use force and never use your probe to
lever items out of the ground.
♦ Keep probe at a 30º angle to avoid excess pressure on the
mine pressure plate.

30º

♦ Probe at three finger intervals both horizontally and
vertically.
♦ Clear a path approximately 1 metre wide only.
♦ Watch out for trip wires and fuzes before removing
vegetation.
♦ Carefully remove surface debris by blowing or with your
fingers.
♦ Once you identify a solid object, carefully investigate it.
♦ Once the object is identified as a mine, mark it and avoid it.
♦ Mark your route!
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3.

MINE AWARENESS TRAINING (MAT)

1. Mine Awareness Training (MAT) is a very important part of
SEEBRIG’s personnel training.
2. MAT must give information about the present danger and the
ways how to avoid it, the precautions that have to be taken and
the actions required if an incident happens, the first aid and
MEDEVAC procedures, marking and reporting.
3. The training shall consist of a theoretical plan explaining the
danger, what to do, how to avoid, how to prepare and how to
react. The function of mines, booby-traps and UXO will be
explained. The actual mines and devices used in the mission area
and the results of negligent behaviour (mine victim injuries-video)
have to be shown.
4. The theoretical part shall be followed by a practical part, where
the local mines (without fuses), booby-traps and UXO have to be
shown according to the actual pattern as they are found in the
mission area. During this part, open, hidden and buried devices
and the possibilities of booby-traps have to be shown.
5. This practical part has to be followed by drills concerning
action when an incident happens, probing, first aid, MEDEVAC
and marking and reporting.
6. All training activities of the units will be compiled at SEEBRIG
HQ to a training schedule to streamline assistance with training
teams from engineer units and training material.
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MINE AWARENESS
POCKET AIDE MEMOIRE
WHERE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AVOIDANCE

Confrontation lines
Routes, gravel roads
Disused buildings
Woods and orchards
Military establishments
Strategic areas
Private property
INDICATORS

Insert local
Mine sign

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Stay on known safe surfaces
Stick to approved routes
Don´t drive on road shoulders
Don´t give in curiosity
Observe local behaviour
Attend Mine/UXO awareness training
Obtain Mine/UXO information

MARKINGS

• Marked mined/UXO areas are the
Mine/UXO signs
exeption, not the rule in
Craters
•
When
marked, a variety of methods,
Casualties and debris
material
and colours can be used.
Mine packaging
•
Examples
are:
Trip wires & cables
Disturbed ground
Unattended fields
Unused paths, routes & trails
Insert local
Local behaviour
Mine sign

Insert
local
Mine sign

Insert local Mine sign

Note: The real signs (pictures) of the mines found in the
SEEBRIG mission area shall be put on this format and delivered
to every body
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ACTION IN A MINED AREA
ON FOOT
1.
2.

3.
4.

IN A VEHICLE

S top - Stand still, alert
others.
A ssess - look around your
feet for tripwires, fuses or
visible mines.
N ote - what kind of
mines/UXO.
D rawback - turn around
carefully in footprint, retrace
your footprints to a safe area.
If not visible:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Stay in vehicle, call for help.
If you have to leave, exit vehicle
via rear or over roof.
Look out for tripwires.
Step only into vehicle tracks.
Follow tracks to safe area.
Once clear:
MARK clearly
RECORD on map
REPORT to OPS

CASUALTY RECOVERY

CASUALTY R 1. Continually reassure casualty.
ECOVERY RRECRECOVE RE
2. Exit yourself marking path.
3. Re-enter along marked path.
4. Clear path to casualty.
5. Clear area around casualty.
6. Give first aid.
Always carry updated
mine maps
7. Recover
casualty.
8.
Once
clear:
Think, look, feel, prod, live
MARK clearly
30 degree angle, every 2 cm,
RECORD
on map
sharp, pointed object.
If in a group:
Mark footprints for others
Move one at a time
Maintain 10-meter spacing
5.
I nform - report mines to HQ

Always carry updated mine maps
Note! You have time. Don´t rush and become a casualty yourself! Always
call for a specialist engineer and medical help as first option.
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CHAPTER 10

MISCELLANEOUS

1.

MANDATE AND TASK

Fill in on your assignment:
I am a member of the (unit code)/SEEBRIG.
The name of the Peace- support Mission
is................................................................................................
This abbreviation stands for.......................................................
...................................................................................................
The mandate of this Peace- support Operation is:
...................................................................................................
..................................................................................................
The Direction of PMSC is..........................................................
...................................................................................................
The Higher Command intent to ...............................................
.................................................................................................
The main components and contingents (other nations) are:
...................................................................................................
The mission is...........................................................................
...................................................................................................
The conflict in the Area of Operation was/ is between:
...................................................................................................
...................................................................................................
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2.

YOUR TASK – YOUR BRIEFING

I am a SEEBRIG.....................................................…………….
(function)
I am............................................................................……….....
(Name)
(Rank)
……………………………………………………………………….
(Function)
(Unit)
I was trained to be a ................................................................
My function in the SEEBRIG- Operation will be/ is
..................................................................................................
My basic duties will be/ are:......................................................
...................................................................................................
As a ................................................... my task will be/ is:.........
1. ..............................................................……………………..
……………………………………………………………………….
2. ……………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………..
3. ……………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………..
4. ……………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………..
My Commander's name …………………………………………..
..................................................................................................
His duty will be/is.......................................................................
...................................................................................................
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3.

ALCOHOL AND FOOD

The PSO personnel must be aware that differing ethnic
cultures have different attitudes and requirements concerning
food preparation and handing, and some ethnic cultures
expressly forbid consumption of alcohol. Some general rules are:
1. Avoid local spirituous liquors and excessive consumption of
alcohol.
2. Spicy and highly – seasoned food should be consumed
only in moderation until you are confident of your digestive
tolerances.
3. Raw vegetables, salads, cold sauces (gravies), and dairy
products should be avoided unless their source or origin can
be verified.
4. Fresh fruits should be avoided unless the outer skin is
unbroken and which can be removed prior to consumption.
5. Use only canned or boiled milk and, similarly, ensure water
purification tables are used, or water is boiled prior to
consumption.
6. Water should be kept at the boiling temperature for at least
10 minutes.
7. Well – cooked foods are normally safe to eat, but
commonsense must prevail.

4.

DRIVING

Driver's Permit
To drive United Nations owned vehicle requires a UN driver's
permit. It is obtained on a basis of an International Driver's license
after having passed a special UN driver's test. All military
observers are required to drive UN vehicles in performing their
duties.
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Driver's responsibility
Besides driving the vehicle in a secure and safe manner, the
driver has special responsibilities toward the United Nations.
The driver of any UN vehicle is responsible for:
1. Carrying out the first parade service on his vehicle in
accordance with special instructions.
2. Ensuring that the vehicle documentation is complete and
his journey is properly authorized.
3. Ensuring that the vehicle load and equipment is complete
and secure.
4. Reporting any defects or damage to the MTO.
5. Arranging vehicle servicing and repair as required.
6. Arranging the issue of fuel, lubricants and vehicle
consumables.
7. Adherence to all local traffic regulations and Directives
issued by the Administration of the Mission.
Reports and Returns
Communications State, Information Technologic State and
Vehicle State are returns, which contain details of equipment
held. These returns are normally done monthly. See SOP for date
of submission.
The vehicle trip ticket is normally completed on a daily basis.
Safety
United Military Observers should bear in mind that by far the
biggest number of casualties in UN operations are caused by
traffic accidents or driving under off-road conditions. The traffic
pattern, the routes and the terrain are different from the conditions
most military observers are familiar with. This calls for extra
caution.
Winter
Rain, ice and snow impose the most difficult driving conditions
on all drivers. Some hints to make driving safer.
Your vehicle needs to be properly prepared, so start with
these checks before you go.
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1. All light should be clean and working.
2. Screen washers and wipers need to work effectively and
the washer bottle should be full. Some antifreeze agents
should be added to the water.
3. Antifreeze should be in the radiator.
4. Windows should be clean inside and out and free from ice
and snow.
5. Mirrors should be completely clean.
6. Tires should be inflated to the right pressure-with plenty of
tread.
7. The battery should be charged and topped up.
8. Diesel engine vehicles should be filled up with winter great
fuel.
9. Check the weather forecast before you go- and be
prepared.
On the road
Speed is crucial factor in difficult weather conditions, and
should always be lower than when the weather is good. In winter
conditions always keep a safe distance behind other vehicles and
keep keener watch on other cars, motor cyclists and cyclists in
case they run suddenly into difficulty.
A good driver always bears in mind the particular
characteristics of different weather conditions.
Ice
One of the most potentially dangerous conditions that drivers
face is icy road. To remain in control, it is essential to do
everything more carefully than normal. Slow down as soon as you
are aware of ice, steer gently avoiding harsh turns.
Keep in the highest gear you can, and if you have to break,
use short, even applications, not heavy sustained pressure.
Rain
Rain makes roads perilous at any time of year, but in winter it
usually means much worse visibility, particularly when there is
heavy spray from other vehicles. Therefore, switch on dipped
headlights to see and be seen.
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Slow down and watch for large pools of water in heavy storms.
Hitting these at speed can cause even the most experienced
drivers to lose control.
At night the rain worsens the glare from headlights so it is vital
to keep the speed down in such conditions. When street lighting
is good, use dim/dip headlights to reduce the glare all rounds, but
use dipper headlights if you need them to see the road.
Stopping distances are much greater on wet roads so allow
plenty of room between you and the vehicle in front.
Snow
One of the main problems of driving in falling snow is poor
visibility, therefore switch on your lights.
The other major problem is lack of adhesion to the road
surface which can happen even on treated roads until the snow
has melted. So drive slowly on snow in the highest gear possible
at that speed and, as with ice, maneuver gently and avoid harsh
breaking.
Overtaking needs much more care than usual. If you overtake
salt-spreading trucks or snowploughs the road ahead will
probably be untreated and treacherous.
Children might be playing in towns and villages so watch out
for them.
Getting caught in severe snow conditions can be both
uncomfortable and dangerous.
If severe weather conditions are forecasted, you must set out
take hot drinks, food, warm clothing or blankets and a shovel with
you. Also wearing a fluorescent band will make you more visible if
you have to get out of your car.
Fog
In winter bad visibility frequently goes hand in hand with icy
roads when freezing fog occurs. In these conditions, speed
should be absolutely minimal.
Dipped headlights should be turned on as soon as you run into
fog. Turn your rear fog lamps on if the visibility is less than 100
meters.
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Hail
Hail usually occurs unexpectedly and can be almost blinding
for drivers. But it does not usually last long, so slow down to a
safe speed, turn dipped headlights on and if you can safely do so,
pull off the road until the storm blows over. For some time after a
hailstorm, the road will be slushy so still drive slowly and gently.
Winter sun
Winter sun dazzle is an underestimated hazard. The winter
sun is lower in the sky so reduce speed and use your visor to
lessen the dazzling effect.

Desert Driving
Sand storm
Sandstorms occur very often suddenly. If there are animals in
the area (goats or camels) some warning signs may be observed
in advance. Animals start fleeing in a direction away from the
sandstorm. In light sandstorms, driving may be continued,
observing the some as mentioned under “fog”. If the flying sand is
dense, the engine of the vehicle should be stopped to avoid sand
in the filters and an engine break – down. Take the necessary
precautions to warn other travelers of the stationary vehicle.
Sand dunes
Sand dunes across the road / tracks could be dealt with in the
following manner:
♦ Speed up the vehicle to a speed high enough to cross the
dune (but not much more).
♦ Keep a straight line while passing through the loose sand.
Keep the front wheels in a straightforward position (do not attempt
to turn).
♦ Keep a constant speed until you are on firm surface again.
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Stuck in the sand
When stuck in the sand, you should try to get in the same
tracks as you got in. if you are so firmly struck that further
assistance is required you should:
1. Lift the vehicle using the jack close to the wheel stuck. The
jack should be placed on a piece of wood big enough to create
a firm basis for the jack.
2. Shovel the loose sand away from under the wheel.
rd
3. Place sandbags (filled 1/3 with sand) under the wheel to
create a firm track.
4. Reverse slowly.

5.

REFUGEE PROTECTION

A refugee is a person who is outside his or her country of
origin (or place of last habitual residence, if the individual is
Stateless) who has a well-founded fear of persecution on account
of race, religion, nationality, membership in a social group, or
political opinion.
Internally displaced persons are individuals who have fled or
been displaced from their homes, often for the same reasons as
refugees, but have not crossed a national border. Internally
displaced persons nonetheless enjoy basic rights and protection
under human rights and humanitarian law.
1. Refugees or internally displaced persons should be allowed to
contact the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR), which is the principal international body
responsible to protect and assist refugees.
2. Refugees should not be returned or expelled to a territory
where their lives or freedom would be threatened on account of
their race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social
group or because of their political opinion.
3. Refugees should be permitted to apply formally for asylum or
refugee status. They should be permitted to seek review in the
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national legal system or any decision to be expelled from a
country of refuge.
4. Refugees who enter or are present illegally in a State should
not be punished, or unnecessarily detained as a result of their
illegal entry or presence, if they arrive directly from the country
where they fear persecution and if they make themselves known
to the authorities of the country or refuge.
5. Refugees enjoy fundamental civil rights, including the right to:
a. Life and the security of person.
b. Freedom from arbitrary arrest or detention.
c. Not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment.
d. Protection against arbitrary or unlawful interference with
privacy, family, home or correspondence.
e. Equality before the courts and other authorities
administering justice.
f. Freedom of thought, opinion, conscience and religion.
g. Retain their own language, culture and tradition.
6. A refugee shall have free access to courts of law.
7. Refugees shall enjoy the same fundamental civil rights as all
other citizens, particularly, basic economic and social rights. For
example, where a rationing system exists, which applies to the
population at large and regulates the general distribution of
products in short supply, refugees, particularly women, children
and the elderly, are to be accorded the same treatment as
nationals.

6.

VICTIMS

“Victims” refer to those people, either individually or
collectively, who have suffered harm, including mental and
physical injury, emotional suffering, economic loss or substantial
impairment of their fundamental rights, through acts or omissions
that are in violation of criminal law operative with the relevant
country.
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1. Victims are entitled access to the mechanisms of justice and
to prompt redress as provided for by national legislation for the
harm they have suffered.
2. Victims should be informed of the options for seeking redress
through such mechanism.
3. Victims should be informed of the steps they must take in
proceedings, and also about the scope, timing and progress of
the proceedings and of the disposition of their cases.
4. Measures should be taken to ensure the privacy and safety of
victims from intimidation and retaliation.
5. Victims should be informed of the availability of health and
social services and other relevant assistance.
6. In providing assistance to victims, law enforcement officials
should give attention to victims who have special needs because
of the nature of the harm inflicted on them or because of actors
such as gender, age, disability, ethnic or social origin, or cultural
beliefs or practices.

7.

GENOCIDE

1. Genocide is prohibited. Genocide means, among others, the
following acts with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national,
ethnical, racial or religious group.
a. Killing members of the group.
b. Causing severe bodily or mental harm to members of the
group.
c. Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life
calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in
part.
d. Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the
group.
e. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.
2. Persons committing or attempting genocide, including
conspiracy, complicity and incitement to commit genocide should
be punished after trial by a competent court.
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8.

STRESS MANAGEMENT

The stress can be the factor that helps you to perform your
best, much has been said yet about the negative aspects of this.
In truth, it is a normal component in each of our lives. What
makes it positive or negative is how each of us, as an individual
reacts to a stressful situation. Life and duties in Peace Support
Operations missions can often have its own sources of stress,
unique to the environment. Learning to identify those situations
that cause you tension is the first key to productive stress
management.

Critical incident (CI)
It is an event outside the range of normal experience, which is
sudden and unexpected, disrupts your sense of control, involves
the perception of a life threat, and may include elements of
physical or emotional loss. Examples of critical incidents: crimes,
massacres on large scale, natural disasters, multiple casualty
accidents, hostage-taking, suicide, sexual or other assault, death
of children, traumatic death in family etc.

Critical Incident Stress (CIS)
Could be described as:
1. A normal reaction to an abnormal event.
2. The unusually strong physical and emotional reactions
experienced in the face of a CI, which could interfere with yours
ability to function during or after the event.
A strong reaction is a normal reaction; few remain unaffected by a
CI, although reactions may differ. Some reactions are immediate
and some may occur and/or recur days, even weeks later.
Reactions may be:
1. Physical,
2. Cognitive (Thinking),
3. Emotional (Feeling).
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Common Physical Reactions:
Immediate:
- nausea,
- muscle tremors,
- sweating,
- dizziness,
- chills,
- increased heart rate,
- increased blood pressure,
- hyperventilation (fast, deep
breathing).

Delayed:
- fatigue,
- exaggerated startle
response,
- increased use/misuse of
alcohol and drugs,
- sleep-related difficulties:
- difficulty falling asleep
- nightmares
- night sweats,
- restlessness,
- awakening early,
- difficulty awakening.

Common Cognitive Reactions:
IMMEDIATE:
- confusion,
- difficulty making decisions,
- impaired thinking,
- difficulty problem solving,

DELAYED:
- decreased attention span,
- poor concentration,
- memory problems,
- flashbacks (re-experiencing
the event).

- memory loss,
- anomie (difficulty remembering
the names of things),
- calculation difficulties,
Common Emotional Reactions:
IMMEDIATE:
DELAYED:
- anxiety(all the adjoining immediate reactions, plus)
- anger,
- feeling abandoned,
- fear,
- resentment,
- irritability,
- feeling of alienation,
- guilt,
- withdrawal,
- overwhelmed,
- numbness,
- grief,
- depression.
- hopelessness,
- anxiety.
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Severity of reactions depends on several factors:
1. Factors related to the incident:
a. Suddenness,
b. Intensity,
c. Duration,
d. Available social support.
2. Factors related to the person:
a. Past experience,
b. Personal loss,
c. Perception of threat,
d. Personal coping abilities.
3. Critical Incident cannot be predicted, nor can Critical Incident
Stress be prevented. However You can increase Your resistance by
being healthy.

SOCIAL

PHYSICAL

EMOTIONAL
HEALTH

SPIRITUAL

PSYCHOLOGICAL

Some suggestions for staying healthy:
S Sensible eating,
T
Take time – to enjoy life,
R Rest and relaxation,
E Exercise and education (about Critical Incident Stress),
S Social support (commanders, friends, family),
S Satisfying expressions of spirituality and sexuality.
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What can you do about Critical Incident Stress?
Research and experience with military personnel, who have
been exposed to traumatic events (critical incidents) provide a
variety of techniques to assist you, both during and after the
event.
1. During the Critical Incident:
a. Recognize the signs of Critical Incident Stress.
b. Maintain a positive attitude.
c. Try to control breathing – slow, regular.
d. Focus on the immediate task.
e. Stay in contact with others by talking.
f. Care for yourself – food, water, clothing, rest.
g. If prolonged exposure, take breaks and rotate tasks.
2. After the Critical Incident:
a. Talk about the event – what You saw, heard, smelled, did
etc… about Your reactions, particularly how You felt.
b. Practice stress management techniques, such as:
♦ deep breathing exercises,
♦ progressive relaxation,
♦ meditation and / or prayer,
♦ physical activity,
♦ music,
♦ reading.
c. Use humor to facilitate acceptance of reactions.
Common concerns following a Critical Incident
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Sleep disturbances.
Fear of event repetition.
Feeling of guilt, anxiety, anger, fear.
Fluctuating moods.
Preoccupation with the event.
Feeling of isolation.
Startle reaction.
N.B. Talking about these concerns will help.
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Suggestions for coping skills to assist recovery
DO Expect the incident to bother you.
DO Remind yourself that your reactions are normal.
DO Spend time with co-workers, friend and family.
DO Maintain a balanced diet with minimum caffeine and sugar.
DO Exercise on a daily, moderate basis.
DO Take time for leisure activities.
DO Learn as much as possible about CIS.
DO Talk to your commanders, trusted friends, counsellor, and
family.
DO Minimise use of alcohol and drugs.
DO Treat yourself especially well – you deserve it!
DON'T
DON'T
DON'T
family.
DON'T
DON'T
DON'T

Think you are going “crazy”.
Try to resist recurring thoughts, dreams or flashbacks.
Withdraw from commanders, co-workers, and friends’
Think you are the only one who has been affected.
Drink alcohol excessively.
Have unrealistic expectations for recovery –it takes time!

REMEMBER:
Reactions to a Critical Incident are normal symptoms
experienced by normal people following an abnormal event.
These symptoms can temporarily interfere your ability to
cope with the event.
Relaxation Techniques
The key in keeping stress manageable knows when to turn off
your body’s stress reaction. You can teach yourself to relax by
practicing any of the following methods. No method is better than
the other; try the one that works best for you!
1. Deep Breathing.
Why?
Breathing slowly and deeply is one of the best ways to turn off
your body’s stress reaction. Deep breathing can be done any
time, anywhere. Try practising 3 or 4 times for a few minutes at a
time.
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How!
♦ Sit or stand keeping your back straight.
♦ Inhale slowly and deeply through your nose. Let your
stomach expand as much as possible.
♦ Hold your breath for a few seconds.
♦ Purse your lips (as if you were whistling).
♦ Exhale s-l-o-w-l-y.
♦ Repeat until you feel relaxed.
2. Mental Break.
Why?
Sometimes a repetitive negative thought will not go away
and soon it takes hold on your mind and causes stress. By
allowing yourself to focus on a single pleasant thought, word
or visual image, You can create a feeling of relaxation.
How!
♦ Find a quiet place free of distractions.
♦ Get comfortable. Loosen tight clothing.
♦ Close your eyes. Breathe deeply and slowly.
♦ Focus on your pleasant mental image.
♦ Stretch and exhale.
♦ You’re ready to meet the next challenge.
3. Autogenics.
Why?
Autogenics is literally mind over matter. Try to practice this
exercise about 10 minutes a day or whenever you feel
stressed.
How!
♦ Sit comfortably, close your eyes and try to clear your mind.
♦ Mentally focus on your right arm and repeat to yourself
“My right arm feels heavy” until it feels heavy.
♦ Try the same command focusing on the left arm.
♦ Then try the same command with your legs etc., until you
feel relaxed.
♦ Breathe deeply and stretch when You finish the exercise.
♦ Autogenics takes practice, but the benefits make it
worthwhile.
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CONCLUSION:
Stress can be the factor that helps you to perform your
best, much has been said yet about the negative aspects of
this strong physical and emotional reaction. In truth, it is a
normal component in each of our lives. What makes it
positive or negative is how each of us, as an individual,
reacts to a stressful situation.
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Intentionally Blank
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